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VISION: Create Lifelong Adventures Through Education

Welcome back to winter! After the roller 
coaster of 2020, it feels like coming 
home. Even though many of us only 

ski or snowboard from late November to early April, 
“I’m a snowsports instructor!” is still the first thing 
we tell anyone who asks us what we do.

Winter is where we find our community. Our 
family. Our favorite memories and greatest joys. 
And if there is one thing we learned this past year, 
it’s that we are stronger together than we are alone.

Even when last season ended early, we were 
there for each other, sharing conversations and 
virtual cocktail parties on our laptops, continu-
ing our education via webinars that welcomed 
members from across divisions, and calling each 
other on the phone. That deep sense of community 
has always been at the heart of what it means to be 
a member of PSIA-AASI.

“It’s because of this community that there are 
no hurdles we can’t get over,” said PSIA-AASI Chair 
Eliza Kuntz. “Just look at how quickly we rolled 
with the early closures last spring and found new 
ways to connect and continue learning online. We 
have an ability to see what’s available to us and still 
keep things moving and fresh along the way.”

That bond, Kuntz said, provides the ultimate 
baseline for all instructors to build their own adven-
tures this year.

WELCOME HOME
WHY OUR PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION

COMMUNITY MATTERS MORE THAN EVER

IT’S BECAUSE OF 
THIS COMMUNITY 
THAT THERE ARE NO 
HURDLES WE CAN’T 
GET OVER. – ELIZA KUNTZ

“I think this is a really good time to write your 
own story with us, and your own adventure,” Kuntz 
said. “Take the education you have received and 
build that into your story. Share what we offer with 
non-members, and know that, despite everything 
that has gone on, PSIA-AASI is here to help you 
achieve all of your goals.”

It’s an invitation we extend to each guest 
we teach, sharing the skills and stories that will 
increase their enjoyment of every moment they 
spend outdoors. We help create memories of special 
moments spent skiing or snowboarding with all 
friends and families. Because we know how much 
that matters right now.

Welcome back to winter. Welcome home.
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WATCH VIDEOS TO GET MORE INFORMATION 
Look for the QR codes, then use your smartphone or tablet to access 
video that gives you a unique perspective on various products and official suppliers.

HOW TO USE QR CODES – No app needed!  
1. Enable. In your phone’s Camera settings, enable 

“Scan QR Codes.”

2. Find. Look for one of these codes.

3. Scan. Frame the QR code in your screen and tap the 
link that pops up.

NEW ONLINE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE 
Save time, shop online through PSIA-AASI’s new 
e-commerce site. Shop whenever the mood – or need – hits 
you. Here’s how:

1. Log in at thesnowpros.org

2. Click on Shop

3. Select Catalog

4. Shop by category to see product descriptions.

DIGITAL EDITION ALSO AVAILABLE 
You can also access this catalog as a digital edition, with live links to products, 
Pro Offers, and supporting video.

PC or Laptop:

1. Log in at thesnowpros.org

2. Click on Shop

3. Select Catalog

App for Smartphone or Tablet:

 Q Find PSIA-AASI’s “Snow Pro Library” app (available for Apple, Android, 
and Kindle Fire users) by searching for “PSIA,” “AASI,” or “Snow Pro 
Library” in the appropriate app store: 

• iTunes Store

• Google Play Store

• Kindle Fire

 Q Download the app and allow notifications.

 Q Within the app, click on the “lock” icon in the lower right corner of the 
catalog cover image. This opens a window in which you’ll enter your PSIA-
AASI log-in details:

• Username = Your email address

• Password = Your member number

	Q 	Once you’re logged in, publications to which you have access – including 
FREE, member-only resources such as this catalog – have an arrow in the 
lower right corner. Tap the cover image to open the publication or click the 
down arrow to download it.

Design by David Boersma; product photography by Povy Atchison and manufacturers; action photos by 
Linda Guerrette, The North Face, and Hestra; stories by Peter Kray; cover photo by Linda Guerrette

tiny.cc/ProOfferEtiquette

SAVE MONEY
With Member-Only Pricing

Your membership pays for itself through 
significant savings on education materials, 
apparel, and other gear you need to succeed. 
This catalog is your go-to resource for hard-to-
find, hand-selected products. Members also get 
great deals on skis, snowboards, and other gear 
through tiny.cc/ProOffers.

NOTE: For general guidance on fit, this catalog references men’s and women’s sizing 
options, with related sizing charts. PSIA-AASI means no offense to members who may 
not identify themselves in binary gender terms.  

OFFICIAL SUPPLIER 
This symbol identifies PSIA-AASI Official Suppliers. In addition to offering 
great products at member-specific pricing, these extraordinary partners 
make contributions to PSIA-AASI that help keep dues low and support 
your education programs. Look for this designation while you shop. It’s a 
sign of quality and commitment to your association... and to you.
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https://apps.apple.com/app/id922939285
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.SnowPro.Library
https://www.amazon.com/PSIA-AASI-Snow-Pro-Library/dp/B0821WQPB7
http://tiny.cc/bqf12x


PSIA-AASI Offers Lots of Education Options

Not all people learn the same way - and that goes for you 
as well as the students you teach. PSIA-AASI offers you a 
wide variety of education resources to help:

 Q Enhance your professional development.
 Q Achieve your certification goals. 
 Q Connect with your guests at a deeper level. 
 Q Expand your opportunities as a marketable snowsports 
teacher.

Full descriptions of resources – including available formats 
– appear in the following pages. Many provide access to 
supplemental video that helps the content come alive.

E-LEARNING COURSES

Expand your digital learning through a variety of e-learning courses you can take on 
any platform. Log in and check out the current offerings at: tiny.cc/ELearningCourses.

AASI/Burton Riglet PE Course
FREE | Access at thesnowpros.org 

AASI and Burton teamed up to create a fun and engaging environment – on and off 
snow – for kids 12 and under to find success with snowboarding. This course is geared 
to kindergarten through second-grade physical education (PE) teachers but has great 
takeaways for parents and snowsports instructors too. 

ACL Strong 
$85 | Access at thesnowpros.org
CEUs: 2 

Protect your knees and teach longer with this specialized exercise plan. The ACL 
Strong course guides you through a 4-week progression (plus 2 bonus weeks) with 
exercises that teach you why knee injuries occur, how to protect yourself long-term, 
why technique matters, and how to be more aware of your body alignment and position. 

Alpine Movement Analysis 
$20 | Access at thesnowpros.org 
CEUs: 1 

This course shows you how to observe and apply movement analysis practices using 
ideal versus real characteristics. Create accurate and relevant comparisons of skiing 
performance to body movements to help your students improve. 

The Alpine Skiing Fundamentals 
$40 | Access at thesnowpros.org
CEUs: 2 

This course presents an in-depth review of the Alpine Skiing Fundamentals, along with 
a look at their history and development. Learn how the fundamentals bring the Skills 
Concept to life to design better learning experiences. 

Children’s Specialist 1 Knowledge Review 
FREE | Access at thesnowpros.org 

Applying knowledge of children’s development to teaching snowsports will help you 
be a more effective and successful snowsports instructor. The Children’s Specialist 1 
Workbook has been turned into an e-learning course that’s required before taking the 
on-snow Children’s Specialist 1 exam. 

Course For New Instructors
FREE | Access at thesnowpros.org

Whether you’re interested in becoming an instructor or just getting your teaching career 
started, this course covers the basics. It offers modules that offer invaluable insight into 
teaching and learning theories, working with students, and safety. 

Delivering the Beginner Experience –
Alpine, Snowboard, and Cross Country
FREE | Access at thesnowpros.org 

Delivering the Beginner Experience is available for three distinct teaching disciplines 
– alpine, snowboard, and cross country. Topics include the importance of beginner 
lessons, how to negotiate the rental shop, introducing yourself to the guest, and how 
to offer a great beginner experience. 

GAIN WISDOM THROUGH WEBINARS

Webinars are a great way to boost your professional development, 
and you now have TWO ways to participate:
 Q Check out these event calendars to register for webinars: 
tiny.cc/UpcomingWebinars
 Q Access PSIA-AASI micro courses and recorded webinars at 
tiny.cc/PSIAAASIRecordedWebinars. Be sure to log in to see 
all offerings.
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Core Concepts For Snowsports Instructors 
#126 | $24.95

A deep-dive into how people learn – with insights on 
enduring education models and the learning environ-
ment – Core Concepts provides a solid foundation for 
creating quality lessons. 8½ x 11”. 90 pages.

Guide for New Instructors 
FREE PDF available at thesnowpros.org

Designed to complement the E-Learning Course for New 
Instructors, this downloadable PDF – updated in 2019 
– offers a deeper dive into the ideal knowledge base for 
new instructors. It covers professionalism and provides 
in-depth information on teaching, learning, and safety.

The Matrix
#001 | FREE to members!
Accessed at thesnowpros.org

The Matrix contains the most current ski and snowboard 
educational video content, covering all disciplines, a 
wide variety of terrain and conditions, exam-assessment 
activities, teaching examples, movement analysis tips, 
educational presentations, and much more. Log in to 
watch videos at thesnowpros.org/thematrix. 

FIRST CHAIR PODCAST

Expand your professional knowledge with PSIA-AASI’s 
First Chair Podcast, featuring interviews with industry 
stakeholders, PSIA-AASI National Team members, and 
other key educators. Hear updates on all-things skiing, 
riding... and teaching. Subscribe – for FREE – through 
these channels:
 Q iTunes [tiny.cc/FirstChair_iTunes]
 Q SoundCloud [soundcloud.com/snowpros]
 Q  Stitcher [stitcher.com/podcast/psiaaasi-first-chair-podcast]

Fitness For Snowsports
#139 | Print | $19.95
Digital | FREE to members! 
(Accessed at thesnowpros.org or 
the Snow Pro Library App)

Teaching snowsports is an athletic endeavor, and 
instructors must be physically fit for optimum perfor-
mance. This resource offers guidance for a fitness 
training regimen that promotes improved movement 
and body longevity for snowsports instructors. 

FITNESS
F O R  S K I I N G  A N D  S N O W B O A R D I N G

Teaching Snowsports Manual 
#109P | Print | $34.95
#109D | Digital | $20.00
#109B | Bundle | $44.95
#109A | Audiobook |$9.95

This manual covers communication, interpersonal 
and intrapersonal skills, effective teaching, and a 
practical, multi-discipline approach to presenting 
technical material. A perfect companion to Core 
Concepts for Snowsports Instructors, the Teaching 
Snowsports Manual is a must-have resource, regardless of the discipline 
or lesson specialty you teach. 6 x 9”. 262 pages.

CORE RESOURCES FOR ALL DISCIPLINES
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TECHNICAL MANUALS… INCLUDING VIDEO!

2 3 4 51 6

3 Cross Country Technical Manual
#123 | Print | $34.95
#113 | Digital | $20.00
#143 | Bundle | $44.95

This is your trail pass to classic and skate skiing success, with information on 
the Cross Country Technical Model, teaching concepts, equipment, waxing, 
and more. 6 x 9”. 160 pages.

4 Freestyle Technical Manual
#102 | Print | $34.95
#103 | Digital | $20.00
#104 | Bundle | $44.95

This manual offers invaluable insight into concepts and progressions for teach-
ing freestyle. Learn how to break down complex maneuvers into simple parts 
to create innovative lessons for skiers and snowboarders. 6 x 9”. 248 pages.

5 Snowboard Technical Manual
#128 | Print | $34.95
#118 | Digital | $20.00
#138 | Bundle | $44.95
#128A | Audiobook | $9.95

Whether you’re new to teaching or a seasoned veteran, this manual will boost 
your technical knowledge of snowboard instruction. It’s the perfect resource to 
expand your teaching, movement analysis, and riding skills. 6 x 9”. 148 pages. 

6 Telemark Technical Manual
#127 | Print | $34.95
#117 | Digital | $20.00
#137 | Bundle | $44.95 

This manual is the definitive guide to teaching telemark skiing. It’s grounded 
in the fundamentals common to telemark and alpine skiing and those that set 
telemarking apart. 6 x 9”. 118 pages.

1 Adaptive Alpine Technical Manual
#105 | Print | $34.95
#106 | Digital | $20.00
#108 | Bundle | $44.95
#105A | Audiobook | $9.95

Build a solid foundation for helping students with disabilities experience 
freedom on one ski, two skis, or sit-ski equipment. Covering assessment, 
equipment, and progressions for various student categories, this manual is a 
must-have for all adaptive instructors. 6 x 9”. 230 pages.

2 Alpine Technical Manual
#124 | Print | $34.95
#114 | Digital | $20.00
#134 | Bundle | $44.95
#144 | Audiobook | $9.95

This manual defines fundamental concepts behind the diverse demands of 
modern skiing. A renewed look at the science of skiing adds depth and clar-
ity to the technical message. 6 x 9”. 158 pages.

NOTE: The Alpine Technical Manual – 
in all formats – now includes an appendix 
on the Alpine Skiing Fundamentals. If you 
purchased the digital edition before January 30, 
2019, access the Snow Pro Library app (see 
page 1) to download the updated manual 
on your device. Digital purchases viewed 
by computer automatically update.  

2a Alpine Technical Manual Appendix:
Alpine Skiing Fundamentals
#124X | FREE plus S&H

Want the 8-page Alpine Skiing Fundamentals 
Appendix as a stand-alone resource? You can 
get it for FREE (plus shipping and handling 
costs) at thesnowpros.org.

Appendix: Alpine Skiing Fundamentals

PSIA defines good skiing in terms of five fundamental actions that are essential for efficient 
and effective turns. In addition to identifying these Alpine Skiing Fundamentals, the 
following content addresses:

 ■  The history of and need for the five Alpine Skiing Fundamentals
 ■  The fundamentals as they apply to the Skills Concept
 ■  How the fundamentals influence our teaching

THE EVOLUTION OF THE ALPINE SKIING FUNDAMENTALS
When PSIA was founded in 1961, instructors taught skiing in a very defined and  
specific way – to students on similar equipment. Lessons were based on “final forms,” 
which allowed instructors to teach the same technique to all guests.

 Over the past several decades, however, skiing options have exploded and guests 
in any given lesson may be looking for several different outcomes. In addition, equipment 
may differ significantly from one student to the next. Whether students use skis built 
for frontside carving or big-mountain slashing – or anything from skinny race skis to 
rockered/super-wide powder skis – our student-centered approach requires that we help 
them learn about skiing in their desired manner and on whatever gear they choose. 
Because technique varies for each of the different combination of variables, it has become 
increasingly difficult to define one technique for skiers of today.

 At the 2011 Interski in St. Anton, Austria, PSIA shared with the world its  
willingness to approach skiing in these different ways. While we shared a message of 
skiing diversity, other major alpine nations shared their technique. This begged the 
question: What is the American technique? If we focused on just one aspect of skiing 
and type of equipment, we could develop an answer, but we needed to find a way to 
define good skiing technique in a way that applied to all the varied applications. The 
Alpine Skiing Fundamentals are the answer. They represent movements to achieve ski 
performance that are common for all skiing variables.

PHOTO A.1: Instructors in the early days of American ski instruction taught one technique – based on final  
forms – to all guests.

PSIA ALPINE TECHNICAL MANUAL

TheSnowPros.org APPENDIX: ALPINE SKIING FUNDAMENTALS   A1

Kids’ Activity Book NEW
#166 | Order – and see single-unit and bulk pricing – at 
thesnowpros.org

The Kids’ Activity Book uses games, puzzles, and 
coloring to teach kids how to have fun and be safe 
on the mountain. Illustrated by PSIA-AASI member, 
award-winning artist, and A-B-Skis illustrator Nathan 
Jarvis, it offers resorts, instructors, and parents a 
resource that engages children in learning and play 
to build an emotional connection to snowsports. 8.5 x 
11”. 24 pages + memory card insert.

2a
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 SPECIALIST RESOURCES

Children’s Instruction Manual, 2nd Ed. 
#264 | $24.95

Learn how to work with preschoolers through adolescents, 
with insight on teaching theory and practical information on 
how children think, feel, and move. Includes age-specific 
tips and exercises for alpine skiing, cross country skiing, 
and snowboarding. 8½ x 11”. 128 pages.

Children’s Alpine Teaching Handbook
#161 | $22.95

Produced in cooperation with the Vail and Beaver Creek 
Ski and Snowboard Schools, this pocket-sized hand-
book describes playful exercises to enhance learning 
adventures for children of all ages. Includes freestyle 
objectives. 4¾ x 6¼”. 314 pages.

Children’s Ski and Snowboard Movement Guide
#153 | $6

This waterproof booklet highlights common 
patterns in children’s skiing and riding, and 
helps you guide children toward more efficient, 
developmentally appropriate movements. 3½ 
x 4½”. 28 pages.

Captain Zembo’s Ski & Snowboard 
Teaching Guide For Kids, 2nd Ed.
#107 | $9.75

This book by John Alderson, a.k.a. Captain Zembo, is filled 
with games and strategies for teaching kids to ski and 
snowboard. A must for new instructors and a classic for 
experienced instructors. 8½ x 11”. 33 pages.

  FREESTYLE

Freestyle Technical Manual (See page 4)

 ALPINE

Alpine Technical Manual (See page 4)

Adult Alpine Teaching Handbook, 2nd Ed. 
#120 | Print | $24.95
#110 | Digital | $20.00
#130 | Bundle | $34.95 

Produced in cooperation with the Vail and Beaver 
Creek Ski and Snowboard Schools, this pocket-sized 
handbook outlines exercises and progressions to help 
accelerate student learning and includes freestyle tips. A great companion to 
the Alpine Technical Manual, it includes video for easy on-hill reference during 
lessons. 4¾ x 6¼”. 282 pages.

Tactics for All-Mountain Skiing
#149 | $19.50

In this comprehensive book, PSIA Alpine Team alum-
nus Chris Fellows delivers valuable advice on the tactics 
of skiing all types of terrain, including moguls, steeps, 
powder, chutes, and ice. 7 x 10”. 108 pages.

Visual Cues to Effective/Ineffective Skiing, 2nd 
Ed.
#174 | $7

Developed by the PSIA Alpine Team to offer insight 
on “real versus ideal skiing,” this waterproof card set 
uses clear images and descriptions to identify effi-
cient movement patterns for functional skiing as well 
as common causes of inefficient skiing. 3½ x 5½”. 

Visual Cues to Effective/Ineffective Teaching
#17208 | $7

These six waterproof cards use images and descriptions 
to identify effective as well as ineffective instructor traits 
relating to creativity, communication, knowledge, and 
process. 3½ x 5½”. 

 CROSS COUNTRY

Cross Country Technical Manual (See page 4)

 SNOWBOARD

Snowboard Technical Manual (See page 4)

Snowboard Teaching Handbook, 2nd Ed. 
#121 | Print | $24.95
#111 | Digital | $20.00
#141 | Bundle | $34.95 

With drills, exercises, and progressions for teaching 
people of all ages how to snowboard, this pocket guide 
– developed with the Vail and Beaver Creek Ski and 
Snowboard Schools – builds upon concepts and video 
in the Snowboard Technical Manual. 4¾ x 6¼”. 358 
pages. 

 TELEMARK

Telemark Technical Manual (See page 4)

Be sure to check these PSIA-AASI offerings 
for more discipline-specific resources:

 Q E-Learning Courses (see page 2)
 Q The Matrix (see page 3)
 Q Tip of the Day Cards (see page 6)

        WAYS TO SHOP

1. Order at thesnowpros.org 
2. Order by phone, 303.987.9390 
3. Fax your order to 303.987.9489 
4. Mail in the order form in this catalog 

(additional forms can be downloaded from 
thesnowpros.org). Please note that paying 
by credit card is preferred over checks.

4
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ADD YOUR INFO AND RESORT LOGO 
TO TIP OF THE DAY CARDS

Customize your Tip of the Day cards with your personal information and 
resort logo. Go to tiny.cc/SnowProsToolkit to:
1. Visit PSIA-AASI’s Print Store [nationsprint.com/clients/psia/]
2. Log in, using

 Q Email: Marketing@thesnowpros.org
 Q Password: SnowPro123!
 Q Select “I am a retuning user” and “Continue”

3. Select “Start a New Order”
4. Customize your cards
5. On the shipping page, include your name and email address as 

the requestor
6. Pay with your credit card
7. Place your order
8. Start marketing yourself AND your ski or ride school!

Base prices are as follows (1 pack = 50 cards):
1 pack - $65
2 packs - $80
3 packs - $95
4 packs - $105

 ADAPTIVE 

Adaptive Alpine Technical Manual (See page 4)

Adaptive Instruction Supplement: Diagnoses & Medication 
Classifications
#105S | Print | $14.95
#105SD | Digital | FREE to members!
(Access through the Snow Pro Library App)

This resource – available as a free digital download and for 
purchase in print format – supplements the Adaptive Alpine 
Technical Manual by providing additional content on common 
diagnoses and medication classifications that may factor into 
the decisions you make with your students. It also offers links 
to trustworthy diagnosis-specific tools that can help guide 
your instruction. 

Fundamental Mechanics of Alpine Skiing Across 
Adaptive Disciplines
FREE | Access at thesnowpros.org
#112 | Print | $9

Produced with the support of Disabled Sports USA, this 
reference guide looks at each of the five fundamentals of alpine skiing as they 
relate to two-, three-, and four-track skiing, as well as mono- and bi-skiing. It 
gives instructors a great resource for comparing what they may know about 
teaching one discipline to teaching another with which might not be as familiar.

Tip of the Day Cards
Extend the learning partnership well into après by sharing PSIA-AASI’s Tip 
of the Day cards (sponsored by PSIA-AASI Official Automotive Supplier 
Volkswagen). These 4 x 6” cards have helpful advice for good skiing/riding 
in a variety of terrain, room to write your own tips for individual students, and 
slots for your business card.

1 Adaptive #F22 | Packages of 50 | FREE plus S&H
2 Alpine Skiing | #F27 | Packages of 50 | FREE plus S&H 
3 Children’s Skiing | #F23 | Packages of 50 | FREE plus S&H
4 Cross Country Skiing | #F26 | Packages of 50 | FREE plus S&H
5 Freeskiing | #F29 | Packages of 50 | FREE plus S&H
6 Freestyle | #F24 | Packages of 50 | FREE plus S&H
7 Snowboarding | #F28 | Packages of 50 | FREE plus S&H 
8 Telemark Skiing | #F25 | Packages of 50 | FREE plus S&H

These 4 x 6” Tip of the Day cards offer a great way to personalize your lesson. 
Each card has helpful advice for good skiing/riding in a variety of terrain, room for 
you to write your own tips for individual students, and slots for your business card.

Adaptive Instruction Supplement:
D IAGNOSES & MED ICAT ION CLASS I F ICAT IONS

1 2 3 4

5 6

TIP OF THE DAY
TELEMARK SKI ING

SPONSORED BY
Professional Ski Instructors of America

CONGRATS!
YOU’RE LEARNING TO
SKI OR SNOWBOARD.  

Learn more about taking professional lessons to learn to ski 
and snowboard, and find special offers, deals and events at: 

learntoskiandsnowboard.org

Share your #FIRSTDAYFACES to win prizes,
and pass along the fun.

Next time, bring a friend and gear up for the 
Bring a Friend Challenge at bringafriend.org

Turn your passion into a profession. Take your love 
of skiing and riding to the next level. Become a 

professional ski or snowboard instructor. Get a free 
Work on Snow kit at thesnowpros.org/jobontheslopes

fo
ld

die cut

GEICO contracts with various membership entities and other organizations, but these entities do not underwrite the offered 
insurance products. GEICO may not be involved in a formal relationship with each organization; however, you still may qualify 
for a special discount based on your membership, employment or affi liation with those organizations. Limitations apply. 

See geico.com for more details. GEICO & affi liates. Washington, DC 20076. GEICO Gecko image © 1999-2017. © 2017.

TIP OF THE DAY
CHILDREN ’S SKI ING

SPONSORED BY // GEICO

Professional Ski Instructors of America
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SNOWBOARDING
TIP OF THE DAY

SPONSORED BY
American Association of Snowboard Instructors

CONGRATS!
YOU’RE LEARNING TO
SKI OR SNOWBOARD.  

Learn more about taking professional lessons to learn to ski 
and snowboard, and find special offers, deals and events at: 

learntoskiandsnowboard.org

Share your #FIRSTDAYFACES to win prizes,
and pass along the fun.

Next time, bring a friend and gear up for the 
Bring a Friend Challenge at bringafriend.org

Turn your passion into a profession. Take your love 
of skiing and riding to the next level. Become a 

professional ski or snowboard instructor. Get a free 
Work on Snow kit at thesnowpros.org/jobontheslopes
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FREESTYLE
TIP OF THE DAYTIP OF THE DAY

SPONSORED BY // GEICO

American Association of Snowboard InstructorsGEICO contracts with various membership entities and other organizations, but these entities do not underwrite the 
offered insurance products. GEICO may not be involved in a formal relationship with each organization; however, you 
still may qualify for a special discount based on your membership, employment or affi liation with those organizations.  
Limitations apply. See geico.com for more details. GEICO & affi liates. Washington, DC 20076. 
GEICO Gecko image © 1999-2016. © 2016. 

©

GEICO is a proud supporter
of PSIA and AASI.
Members of PSIA-AASI and over 800 
other organizations could save even more 
with a special discount on car insurance.

Visit geico.com/mydiscount 
for more information.

If you are interested in becoming 
a professional ski or snowboard 
instructor visit TheSnowPros.org
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TIP OF THE DAY
ALPINE SKI ING

SPONSORED BY // GEICO
Professional Ski Instructors of America

GEICO contracts with various membership entities and other organizations, but these entities do not underwrite the offered 
insurance products. GEICO may not be involved in a formal relationship with each organization; however, you still may qualify 
for a special discount based on your membership, employment or affi liation with those organizations. Limitations apply. 

See geico.com for more details. GEICO & affi liates. Washington, DC 20076. GEICO Gecko image © 1999-2017. © 2017.
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TIP OF THE DAYTIP OF THE DAY
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GEICO is a proud supporter
of PSIA and AASI.
Members of PSIA-AASI and over 800 
other organizations could save even more 
with a special discount on car insurance.

Visit geico.com/mydiscount 
for more information.

If you are interested in becoming 
a professional ski or snowboard 
instructor visit TheSnowPros.org
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CROSS COUNTRY SKIING
TIP OF THE DAY

SPONSORED BY
Professional Ski Instructors of America

CONGRATS!
YOU’RE LEARNING TO
SKI OR SNOWBOARD.  

Learn more about taking professional lessons to learn to ski 
and snowboard, and find special offers, deals and events at: 

learntoskiandsnowboard.org

Share your #FIRSTDAYFACES to win prizes,
and pass along the fun.

Next time, bring a friend and gear up for the 
Bring a Friend Challenge at bringafriend.org

Turn your passion into a profession. Take your love 
of skiing and riding to the next level. Become a 

professional ski or snowboard instructor. Get a free 
Work on Snow kit at thesnowpros.org/jobontheslopes
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Members of PSIA-AASI and over 800 
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with a special discount on car insurance.

Visit geico.com/mydiscount 
for more information.

If you are interested in becoming 
a professional ski or snowboard 
instructor visit TheSnowPros.org
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Adaptive Snowboard Guide
FREE | Access at thesnowpros.org

Presents a diverse, creative, and unique collection of cross-
over adaptive snowboard teaching techniques, represented 
by an array of talented instructors. This resource greatly 
increases and advances the possibilities and options for 
adaptive students to find success as snowboarders. 

Adaptive Snowsports Instruction
FREE | Access at thesnowpros.org

A helpful resource for alpine, snowboard, and cross coun-
try adaptive instruction, this legacy manual describes adap-
tive equipment and skiing/snowboarding techniques, covers 
developments in stand-up and sit-down sliding methods, and 
serves as an important reference on physical, cognitive, and 
developmental disabilities.

NOTE:  YOU CAN USE THE SAME ACCOUNT 
TO ORDER CUSTOMIZED BUSINESS CARDS!
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THE BIG PICTURE
HOW YOUR IMPACT CAN EXTEND BEYOND THE SLOPES

Each season, you connect many people to the 
outdoors and introduce your students to new skills 
to help them create lifelong adventures through 

education. You also play an integral role in an even wider 
community – one that works to protect the very snow we 
slide on, shares information on how to live more sustain-
able lifestyles, and grows the sport for future generations.

This summer, PSIA-AASI partnered with Protect 
Our Winters (POW) to drive climate advocacy educa-
tion initiatives for the winter sports community. The 
partnership gives you and your fellow PSIA-AASI 
members an opportunity to use tools and resources to 
share messages about the impacts of climate change on 
the winter environment.

JOIN CLIMATE-CHANGE CONVERSATION
PSIA-AASI and POW are working together to help 
educate all snowsports enthusiasts about programs and 
guidelines to help mitigate climate change so skiers and 
snowboarders can enjoy long winter seasons.

“We’re excited to partner with POW so members can 
learn more about climate change,” said PSIA-AASI Chief 
Executive Officer Nicholas Herrin. “We want to be lead-
ers in the cultural shift of educating skiers and snow-
boarders on the immediate action needed to combat 
climate change.” 

The partnership is the logical next step to the 
PSIA-AASI’s Sustainability Policy, approved by the PSIA-
AASI Board of Directors in 2018, which laid the ground-
work for how the association acts on climate change to 
reduce its impact on the snowsports industry.

PRESERVE THE WINTER ENVIRONMENT
PSIA-AASI’s sustainability policy focuses on communi-
cating, through its publications (like this one), messages 
that educate and inform association members on why 
developing a sustainable professional and personal life-
style can positively influence a snowy winter environ-
ment. Visit tiny.cc/SustainabilityAtPSIAAASI to learn 
more about how you can be more informed and involved 
in this important topic.

A winter environment that sustains snow is crucial 
to the future of skiing and snowboarding, the profession 
of snowsports instruction, and, ultimately, your way of 
life and opportunities within the snowsports industry. 
Whether it’s introducing a beginner to the thrill of slid-
ing for the first time, providing disabled athletes with 
expanded freedom of motion, or giving prospective and 
current competitive athletes the extra insight they need 
to reach the podium, you are the key to helping others 
enjoy the sport, and snow is the stage you perform on.

Here’s to keeping the stages open.
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SIERRA PEAK DOWN

The Sierra Peak collection is ideal for layering and everyday cold-weather wear. 
Available as a jacket, hoodie, or vest, these garments feature 800-fill goose down 
(which offers superior warmth yet remains extremely compressible) and a highly 
water- and wind- resistant Windwall nylon ripstop shell. They stow in a hand 
pocket with a carabiner loop. Slim fit.

GOOSE DOWN

THERMAL INSULATION
Using only the highest quality goose down in all 
of its products, The North Face tests each lot of 
down at three stages of production for loftiness, 
moisture resistance, and ability to regain loft 
after compression. The fill power of goose down is 
an indicator of two important features: warmth-
to-weight ratio and compressibility, both critical 
to retain warmth and promote comfort. True fill 
power is measured by placing one ounce of goose 
down in a graduated cylinder and measuring the 
volume the down occupies in cubic inches. The 
North Face products are insulated with exclu-
sive, high-fill power goose down ranging from 550 
to 900 fill, which represents the highest-quality 
down commercially available.

BENEFITS
 Q Superior warmth and comfort
 Q Lightweight insulation
 Q Increased loft than lesser-fill downs (900- 
and 800-fill only)
 Q Highest quality, high-fill power goose down

We are excited to welcome The North Face (TNF) as a PSIA-AASI Official 
Supplier! TNF brings an innovative new selection of product to the catalog to keep you 
comfortable in any condition. This renewed partnership promises to offer a new level of 
collaboration with PSIA-AASI members, with future opportunities to create a line of gear 
specifically suited to snowsports instructors. The North Face starts the design process 
with input from their athletes, creates product from the best materials available, tests 
in the real world, then adapts and innovates – providing the best gear for their athletes 
and the modern-day explorer.

THE NORTH FACE®

Sierra Peak Jacket NEW
#NM100 | Men’s S–XXL | Black | PSIA | $124

#NM101 | Men’s S–XXL | Meld Grey | PSIA | $124 
#NW100 | Women’s M–L | Black | PSIA | $124

#NW101 | Women’s XS–L | Taupe Green | PSIA | $124 
#NW113 | Women’s M–L | Black | AASI | $124

Sierra Peak Hoodie NEW
#NM102 | Men’s L-XL | Black | PSIA | $139
#NM115 | Men’s L–XL | Black | AASI | $139

#NW102 | Women’s S–L | Black | PSIA | $139
#NW114 | Women’s M–L | Black | AASI | $139

Eco Nupste Jacket and Vest NEW
#NM122 | Men’s Jacket S–XL | Brandy Brown/Root Brown | $129 

#NM123 | Men’s Vest S–XXL | Hawthorne Khaki/Utility Brown | $92
#NW119 | Women’s Jacket XS–L | Maroon Purple/Root Brown | $129
#NW120 | Women’s Vest XS–L | Hawthorne Khaki/Utility Brown | $92

A TNF classic, Nupste down garments stand the test of time. These limited-edition, 
eco-friendly, and highly technical jackets and vests – brought back in retro colorways 
– are made almost entirely from recycled materials. Sold with no logo to help assure 
greater availability, we’re happy to provide a PSIA or AASI patch with purchase or, 
for a small fee, apply the logo of your choice. After placing your order online, email 
memberservices@thesnowpros.org or call 303.987.9390 to indicate your preference.
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THERMOBALL ECO
ECO-CONSCIOUS WARMTH

A 100% post-consumer recycled poly-
ester, ThermoBall™ Eco is “The New 
Synthetic Alternative to Down.” These 
high-performance parkas, jackets, 
hoodies, and vests provide the light-
weight functionality of a standard down 
jacket with the added wet-weather 
insulation of down alternatives. Retains 
loft and traps heat, no matter how wet 
your environment is. Unlike traditional, 
continuous-filament synthetic insula-
tions, the small, round PrimaLoft® 
synthetic fiber clusters closely mimic 
down; trapping heat within small air 
pockets to retain warmth. 

ThermoBall Super Hoodie NEW
#NM105 | Men’s S–XXL | Black | PSIA | $134

#NW105 | Women’s XS, S & L | Black | PSIA | $134 

ThermoBall Eco Vest NEW
#NM110 | Men’s S–XXL | PSIA | Matte Black | $74

#NW110 | Women’s XS–L | PSIA | Black | $74

PERSONALIZE YOUR PURCHASE:
ADD YOUR NAME WITH EMBROIDERY PROGRAM 
For an extra $30,  add up to two lines of embroidered custom text to 
any top from The North Face; just choose the “Custom Embroidery” 
option in the online catalog – at tiny.cc/PSIAAASICatalog. After placing your order online, 
please email memberservices@thesnowpros.org or call 303.987.9390 to let our Member 
Services team know how you would like the text to read. For example, you can put your 
name on one line and your hometown, resort, instructional discipline, or even an inspira-
tional phrase on the other. Get creative, but please keep it to 20 characters per line or less.

ThermoBall Eco Hoodie NEW

#NM106 | Men’s S–XXL | Matte Black | PSIA | $108
#NM107 | Men’s S–XXL | Bomber Blue/TNF Black | PSIA | $108

#NM116| Men’s S–XXL | Matte Black | AASI | $108

#NW106 | Women’s XS–L | Matte Black | PSIA | $108 
#NW107 | Women’s XS–L | Clear Lake Blue | PSIA | $108 
#NW115 | Women’s XS–L | Matte Black | AASI | $108

ThermoBall Eco Jacket NEW

#NM108 | Men’s S–XXL | Matte Black | PSIA | $98
#NM109 | Men’s S–XXL | Matte Asphalt Grey | PSIA | $98

#NW108 | Women’s XS–L | Matte Black | PSIA | $98
#NW109 | Women’s XS–L | Vintage White | PSIA | $98
#NW116 | Women’s XS–L | Matte Black | AASI | $98
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Men’s Vert Sweatpant
Women’s Memory Crop Jogger NEW

#NM124 | Men’s S–XXL | Black | $24
#NW121 | Women’s XS–L | Black | $24

Simply a comfortable pair of sweatpants to 
wear après or when you don’t have to leave 
the house. Feature elastic-and-drawstring 

waist and hip pockets. Standard fit.

Summit L3 Ventrix Hoodie NEW
#NM112 | Men’s S–XL | Black | PSIA | $120
#NM118 | Men’s M–XL | Black | AASI | $120

This is a super-lightweight, free-moving durable hoodie 
with Ventrix™ dynamic venting insulation for spring-

weight warmth and moisture management. Slim fit.  

Men’s Canyonlands Hoodie
Women’s ¼ Zip Fleece NEW

#NM113 | Men’s M–XXL | Black | PSIA | $46
#NM117 | Men’s L–XL | Black | AASI | $46  

#NW112 | Women’s XS–L | Black | PSIA | $36

Ideal for daily wear or as a layering piece, this durable, midweight 
fleece men’s hoodie delivers the perfect balance of mobility and 
warmth. The men’s hoodie is a full-zip, with a standard fit. The 
women’s ¼-zip fleece has a high neck, with an offset zipper. Slim fit.

WOMEN XS S M L XL

USA Size 0-2 4-6 8-10 12-14 16-18

Chest 31-32 33-35 36-38 39-41 42-44

Hips 33-35 36-37 38-40 41-43 44-47

Waist 25-27 27-29 29-31 31-35 35-39

Inseam 30.5 31 31 31-31.5

MEN XS S M L XL XXL

Chest 36-38 39-41 42-44 45-48 49-52

Sleeve 33.5 34 34.8 35.5 36.3

Waist 29-32 31-34 35-38 39-42 43-44

Inseam 31.5 32 32-32.5 32.5 32.5

The North Face Size Chart

Measurements refer to body size, not garment dimensions. All items are regular fit 
unless otherwise noted in the description.

Men’s Apex Bionic 2 Jacket NEW
#NM111 | S–XXL | Dark Grey/Heather | PSIA | $74

For windy, cold-weather activities, this 
coveted soft shell keeps you warm and wind-
chill-free beneath its windproof exterior and 
comfortable fleece backer. Standard fit.
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BASE LAYERS

BAGS

Ultra-Warm Wool Crewneck Top NEW
#UM100 | Men’s S–XXL | Dark Grey Heather | $65
#UW100 | Women’s XS–L | Dark Grey Heather | $65

This is a medium- to heavy-weight, 100% merino 
wool, stretch crew for all of your breathable and 
effective base-layer needs. Includes glove-opti-
mized thumbholes. Standard fit.  

Ultra-Warm Poly Crew Top NEW
#UM102 | Men’s S–XXL | Black | $38
#UW102 | Women’s XS–L | Black | $38

This is an ultra-warm but breathable 
crew for keeping you warm and dry 
even when perspiring. Standard fit. 

Warm Poly Crew Top NEW
#UM104 | Men’s S–XXL | Black | $24
#UW104 | Women’s XS–L | Black | $24

This is TNF’s softest crew available; an 
ideal base layer for most days. Standard fit. 

Ultra-Warm Wool Bottoms NEW
#UM101 | Men’s M–XL | Dark Grey Heather | $48
#UW101 | Women’s XS–L | Dark Grey Heather | $48

Ultra-Warm Poly Bottoms NEW
#UM103| Men’s S–XXL | Black | $33
#UW103 | Women’s XS–L | Black | $33

Warm Poly Bottoms NEW
#UM105 | Men’s S–XXL | Black | $24
#UW105 | Women’s XS–L | Black | $24

Base Camp Duffel M Bag NEW
#B100 | TNF Black/TNF White | $65

The burly Base Camp Duffel is made from a 
durable and waterproof laminate material. The 
71-liter capacity provides ideal storage for all 
of your on-hill gear or extended weekend trips.  

Rolling Thunder 22” Wheeled Bag NEW
#B101 | Black MTN Abstract print/TNF Black | $126

Small but mighty, this will be the toughest piece 
of carry-on luggage in the overhead bin during 
any weekend getaway. 14”x22”x8.5.” 40 Liters. 
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Snow Cargo Pant 
#PM103 | Men’s S–XL | Black | $210
#PW103 | Women’s M–XL | Black | $210

When The North Face decided to make a uniform pant for 
instructors, they started by approaching the instructors at Whis-
tler Mountain B.C. After a year of development and a season of 
testing on one of the best mountains in the world, they are ready 
to make this pant available to the membership of PSIA-AASI. 
Features include Futurelight 150d fabric, an adjustable waist, 
kick patches, a gusseted crotch, two side cargo pockets, two 
front hand pockets, and side venting. Regular fit.

FUTURELIGHT

The North Face’s Futurelight™ fabric features the company’s most advanced 
breathable-waterproof technology. Innovative and rigorously tested waterproofing 
is provided by an ultra-thin nanomembrane that creates airflow for better breathabil-
ity while withstanding the harshest weather conditions. The fabric is soft, light-
weight, and nimble for movement without constraints. Thinking toward the future, 
the face and back layers are sustainably crafted using 90% recycled materials.

SKI AND SNOWBOARD PANTS
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Learn more about the partnership between PSIA-AASI 
and The North Face in this First Chair podcast with 
PSIA-AASI's Nicholas Herrin and TNF's Scott Mellin.

THE NORTH FACE
ENCOURAGES YOU TO ‘NEVER STOP EXPLORING’

With PSIA-AASI’s announcement this summer that The 
North Face is the association’s new official outwear and 
base-layer sponsor, their mutually aligned missions – 

“Create Lifelong Adventures Through Education” and “Never Stop 
Exploring” reveal the partnership to be a perfect fit.

With more than 100 years of combined experience celebrating the 
outdoors with proven leadership, top-level products, and impeccable 
education, The North Face will offer PSIA-AASI’s growing network of 
instructors with the industry’s most innovative performance gear.

Through this sponsorship, PSIA-AASI will outfit its national team 
and give you special access to apparel engineered to work flawlessly in 
all outdoor endeavors. Discounts on The North Face gear and apparel 
are available to you and your family and friends.

“This partnership will give our members access to the best gear to 
explore the mountain environment while they train the next genera-
tion of skiers and snowboarders,” said PSIA-AASI CEO Nicholas Herrin. 

Its the shared commitment to educating and developing outdoor 
enthusiasts that motivated PSIA-AASI to work with The North Face. 
“Ski school programs are a foundation of great mountain athletes,” said 
Scott Mellin, global VP of mountain sports at The North Face. “Safe, 
well-organized entry into the sport is imperative to ensure a quality 
experience and retention of the next generation of mountain athletes. 
We’re investing in this mission by equipping today’s instructors with the 
best gear so they can do their job in maximum comfort and protection.”

TEAM MEMBERS TAKE A TEST RUN
As soon as the partnership was announced, PSIA Cross Country Coach 
Emily Lovett, AASI Snowboard Team member Chris Rogers, PSIA 
Alpine Team members Jonathan Ballou and Josh Fogg, and Fogg’s wife 
Molly, who is also a professional instructor, gathered in Aspen, Colo-
rado, to get a first look at some of the new gear, participate in a photo 
shoot, and share their thoughts about how all snow pros will benefit.

THE PARTNERSHIP IS ABOUT MORE THAN GREAT JACKETS AND PANTS
“The North Face is a great company that produces exceptional prod-
ucts that align well with our membership,” said Ballou. “I believe PSIA-
AASI members will see increased benefit from the wide array of outdoor 
products, including tents, sleeping bags, and an extensive offering of 
camping and multi-sport products.”

A SHARED VISION
“Looking at The North Face mantra, ‘Never Stop Exploring,’ from an 
educational angle is fun, since one of PSIA-AASI’s teaching-skill funda-
mentals is ‘Promote play, experimentation, and exploration,’” said 
Lovett. “PSIA-AASI’s mission to ‘Create Lifelong Adventures Through 
Education’ lines up with exploring in that we learn best when we 
have an open mindset. Letting go of mental boundaries can allow our 
mind and body to explore new movements and create a new move-
ment patterns in our skiing and riding. PSIA-AASI embraces experien-
tial learning. It could easily be called ‘explorative learning.’ ” 

FRIENDS AND FAMILY ALSO BENEFIT
“While we have had great support from our suppliers in the past, a 
company takes it to a personal level when they include your family and 
household members in the discount program,” said Fogg. “To me, it 
means they believe in their product so much that they know its value 
carries on beyond just the demands of our jobs and also appeals to the 
lifestyle we and our families have chosen. Being a snowsports instructor 
is more than a job; it’s a lifestyle that requires the support of your family.” 

AN EXCITING OPPORTUNITY FOR COLLABORATION
“I’m excited about The North Face partnering with PSIA-AASI as our 
official outerwear supplier and am looking forward to more winter 
days to play in it,” said Rogers. “The North Face supports adventurers 
who never stop exploring, and our mission as instructors and trainers 
is to connect new snowsports adventurers with lifelong exploration of 
skiing and snowboarding. I’m looking forward to seeing what we create 
together to promote snowsports and snowsports education.”

 Access your discounts for The North Face at tiny.cc/ProOffers.

tiny.cc/TheNorthFacePodcast
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With 140 years of experience, Dale of Norway 
has fine-tuned all elements of production – from 
raw wool to finished products. All components 
are sourced in Norway, including decorative 
elements such as pewter clasps, woven braids, 
and leather patches. This allows the company’s 
skilled staff to pay close attention to every stage 
of the production process, which ensures the 
premium quality of each Dale of Norway garment. 

DALE OF NORWAY®

Geilo Skirt
#19002 | Black | $90 

Made with 100% skin-soft merino 
wool in a stretchy rib-knit – this skirt 
features a traditional pattern for a 
classic Norwegian look. Slim fit.

Myking Sweaters and Hats NEW
#19528 | Women’s Sweater S–L | Light Charcoal /Off White/Navy | $240
#19529 | Men’s Sweater M–XXL | Black/Raspberry/Off White | $240
#19530 | Hat | Light Charcoal /Off White/Navy | $60
#19531 | Hat | Black/Raspberry/Off White | $60

Air-spun merino wool gives this sweater and matching hats a 
chunky, hand-knit texture with an incredibly soft and lightweight feel.
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Founded in 2011 with the needs of ski and snowboard instructors in mind, 
Phunkshun Wear produces items that stand up to winter weather conditions and protect 
you from the elements. All manufacturing takes place in Denver, Colorado, and the 
crew at Phunkshun Wear cut, sew, and decorate the products themselves. This is how 
Phunkshun ensures that all products meet incredibly strict quality-control guidelines.

Single-Layer Tube 
#19562 | Herringbone | $14 NEW
#19053 | Oxblood Navy | $14 NEW

The perfect mask for sun/wind protection and those hot days on 
the hill. A mesh-inspired Phabric construction allows ultimate 
breathability to help prevent goggle-fogging and keep you cool 
when the sun is shining down. The taller cut of this model allows 
you to tuck it under your helmet or beanie. UPF 50+.

Thermal Neck Tube
#19052 | Black | $20 NEW
#19051 | SW Knit | $20 NEW

Staying warm has never been easier. This face mask combines 
Phunkshun’s DWR Phabric™ with an inner lining of Polartec 
Classic 100 Polar Fleece to keep you toasty all day.

PHUNKSHUN®

PH (Personal Health) Face Mask
#19561 | S/M | Black | $12
#19561 | L/XL | Black | $12

These masks are designed with an anti-microbial, wicking-mesh lining and 
an exterior shell made of a water-repellant antimicrobial spandex blend that 
is UPF 50. Available in two sizes; the S/M is 5” in height and the L/XL is 6” in 
height. Fit is adjustable on the ear straps. Features small PSIA-AASI logos.

These are not surgical- or medical-grade masks; they are recom-
mended for personal hygiene.   

For every face covering sold, Denver-based Phunkshun is donating one to 
the Colorado Mask Project. These donated face coverings are distributed 
to essential workers and vulnerable populations.

Unsure on size? 
Measure from the 

bottom of your chin to 
the bridge of your nose.

Small/Medium for 4"
Large/Extra Large 

for 5"

NOTE: To see face coverings from other PSIA-AASI suppliers, please check 
the manufacturer sites accessed on the PSIA-AASI Pro Offers page at 
thesnowpros.org.
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1 Climasense 1.0 TR Base Layers
a #19514 | Transport Crew Top | Men’s S–XXL | Black | $18 NEW
b #18991 | Transport Pant | Men’s S–XL | Black | $18 

Feel great in all kinds of weather. This lightweight layer 
keeps you dry and warm in cold conditions, while still being 
an excellent option for sun protection in summer. 

2 Climasense 2.0-2.5 TR Baselayers
a #18675 | Thermolator Zip Neck Top | Men’s S–XXL | Black | $28
b #18676 | Thermolator Pant | Men’s S–XL | Black | $22
c #18818 | Thermolator 3/4 Pant | Men’s S–XL | Black | $20
d #19519 | Cloudnine Turtle Neck Top | Women’s S–L | Black | $24 NEW  
e #18681 | Cloudnine Zip Neck Top | Women’s S–L | Black | $22
f #18682 | Cloudnine Tight | Women’s S–L | Black | $24
g #19515 | Cloudnine 2.0 Print Scoop Top | Women’s | S–L | Black | $22 NEW  
h #19516 | Cloudnine 2.0 Print Tight | Women’s S–L | Black | $22 NEW  

The ideal choice for most winter sport enthusiasts, these garments provide 
warmth in moderate to very cold conditions, and the thermo-regulating properties 
will keep your body temperature consistent even as your activity level increases. 

1a

1b

2a 2e2d 2g

2h2b
2c 2f

Terramar is a valued and engaged partner of PSIA-
AASI, providing highly technical base-layer garments 
in this catalog and great support at several PSIA-AASI 
events every year. As a partner, Terramar is working closely 
with the ski and snowboard community to encourage 
individuals to hit the slopes in total confidence.

TERRAMAR®
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CLIMASENSE

Climasense™ is the company’s multi-level product line of uniquely engi-
neered garments with thermal-regulating (TR) technology that warms you 
when you’re cold and cools you when you’re warm. Designed to be worn 
as a layering system, base layers can be layered themselves. This allows 
you to customize your needs, , based on your activity or environment. Terra-
mar base layers come in 4 different warmth levels and each has their own 
unique function. Worn together, in whatever combination suits you best, they 
continue to wick sweat; hold heat; and protect you from cold, snow, and wind. 

3 Climasense 3.0 Base Layers
a #18673 | Ecolator Zip Neck Top | Black | Men’s S–XXL | $34
b #18674 | Ecolator Pants | Black | Men’s S–XL | $30
c #18889 | Vertix ½ Zip Top | Black | Women’s S–L | $34 
d #18890 | Vertix Pants | Black | Women’s S–L | $30

Seeking the warmest base layer option? Start here. The Ecolator and Vertix 
styles achieve maximum warmth through a dual-surface knitting system that 
incorporates high-loft grid channels to trap warm air and enhance breathability. 

4 Climasense 4.0 Base Layer 
a #18886 | ½ Zip Top | Men’s S–XXL | $40
b #18920 | Beast Pants | Men’s S–XL | $38 
c #19517 | ThermaFleece Crew Top | Black | Women’s S–L | $20 NEW  
d #19518 | ThermaFleece Tights | Black | Women’s S–L | $20 NEW  

A step above even the warmest base layers, this product 
features a smooth face for easy layering with high-loft Sherpa 
fleece inside to trap heat.

MEN’S S M L XL XXL

Chest 34-36 38-40 42-44 46-48 50-52

Sleeve 31-32 32-33 33-34 34-35 35-36

Waist 28-30 32-32 36-38 40-42 44-46

Terramar Size Chart

Reg. 5’8”-6’   Tall  6’1”-6’3” Tall  measures 2” longer overall, 1” at sleeve

WOMEN’S XS (4-6) S (6-8) M (10-12) L (14) XL (16) 

Chest 32-34 34-36 36-38 38-41 43-45

Sleeve 28-29 29-30 30-31 31-32 32-33

Waist 24-26 26-28 28-30 31-33 35-37

Hips 32-34 34-36 36-38 38-41 43-45

3a 3c

3b
3d

4a 4c

4b 4d
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CEP®

Created by the sports and lifestyles division of medi®, CEP 
compression products are developed in collaboration with renowned 
scientists and sports physicians, and are built to the exact standards 
for true, graduated compression. CEP products offer a range of 
Smart Technology and Clima Technology that make the sportswear 
more enjoyable for high-performance athletes and amateurs alike. 

Ski Merino Compression Sock NEW
#19558 | Men’s S–XL | Black/Anthracite | $38 
#19557 | Women’s S–L | Black/Anthracite | $38

This sock provides ultimate comfort through 
a fine merino and high-quality synthetic fiber 
mix, an asymmetric toe box and a perfect, 
stay put fit for ski and snowboard boots. 

Ski Ultralight Compression Sock NEW
#19560 | Men’s S–XL | Black/Dark Grey | $38
#19559 | Women’s S–L | Black/Dark Grey | $38

This compression sock is 35% lighter than the Merino 
Compression sock, and is scientifically proven to opti-
mize performance, injury-prevention, and recovery.

WHY CHOOSE MERINO WOOL

Merino wool is super lightweight, soft, non-itchy, non-clammy, 
warm in the cold, and cool in the heat. Plus, it has a miracu-
lous ability to resist odor. 

THERMO REGULATION

Merino is a technically active fiber, which can gain and release 
heat depending on the wearer’s next-to-skin environment 
and the external conditions. As merino absorbs moisture, it 
releases a small but perceptible amount of heat, and in hot 
conditions the reverse effect occurs.

ODOR MANAGEMENT

This type of wool doesn’t have a lasting attachment to odor – 
often all it requires is a little airing out before the garment is 
ready to wear again. So, it doesn’t require as much washing 
and you stay fresher longer.

SOFTNESS 
Merino fibers are so fine that when they contact the skin they 
simply bend, providing softness and comfort. 

MOISTURE MANAGEMENT 

Merino fiber actively manages moisture by absorbing from 
the skin and then desorbing into the atmosphere, leaving you 
dryer and more comfortable. Also, a merino fiber absorbs up 
to 35% of its own weight in water at a high humidity before 
feeling wet. And the absorption properties are much greater 
than with most synthetics.

UV PROTECTION 

Wool absorbs radiation throughout the entire UV spectrum, 
whereas synthetics try to boost the UPF protection by adding 
topical chemical treatments and/or including particles in the 
fiber. These applications protect the skin by either absorbing 
the radiation or reflecting it away. Merino naturally has these 
qualities and does not require extra treatment.

RESILIENCE 

Wool fiber can be extended by more than 30% of its length 
without breaking. Merino wool also has an intrinsic wavelike 
structure called crimp, which contributes to its resilience.
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A manufacturer involved in all stages of 
production for more than 30 years, Lorpen takes 
full advantage of its freedom to innovate and offer 
maximum reliability in the quality of their products.

LORPEN®

S M L XL

MEN 5-7 7.5-9.5 10-12.5 13+

WOMEN 6-8.5 9-11 11+

Lorpen Size Chart

T3+ SKI POLARTEC WARM ACTIVE SOCK 
#19022 | Unisex S-L | Black | $39

This sock includes Polartec® fabrics strategically 
placed for optimal moisture management, thermal 
performance, and breathability. Full sole cushion, 
light cushion in the shin. 

T3 SKI SOCKS
a #19023 | Men’s M-XL | T3 Ski Superlight | Black | $14
b #19024 | Men’s M–XL | T3 Ski Light | Black/Royal | $15
c #19553 | Women’s S–M | T3 Ski Light | Black/Blue | $15 NEW
d #19026 | Men’s M-XL | T3 Ski Midweight | Light Grey | $15

Applying the best properties of merino wool, nylon, 
Primaloft yarn, and Lycra, these socks provide optimal 
moisture and temperature regulation.

 Q T3 Ski Superlight – Ultralightweight design has no 
extra cushion in the foot and light cushion in the shin. A 
combination of merino wool and PrimaLoft® yarn keep 
your feet dry.
 Q T3 Ski Light – Light sole, shin, and ankle padding for 
protection and warmth.
 Q T3 Ski Midweight – Moderate sole, shin, ankle, and 
heel padding for improved boot fit, and warmth.

T2 Ski Midweight Sock NEW
#19554 | Women’s S-M | Black/Turquoise | $14 

This sock features a unique merino-knit construc-
tion with shin padding and medium cushioning 
all around the foot for warmth and protection. 

T3 Nordic Ski Light Sock 
#19555 | Unisex S–XL | Dark Grey | $12 NEW

This is a fantastic sock for cross country 
skiers who place a premium on warmth, 
padding, and dryness.

T2 Precision-Fit Ultralight Sock NEW
#19556 | Unisex S–XL | Black | $12

This high-performance, ultra-fast drying 
Poly-Pro sock has ultralight cushioning 
for a precision fit in your boots.

Ski Synthetic Sock 
#19029 | Men’s M-XL | Light Grey | $12
#19030 | Women’s S–M | Black | $12 

This full-synthetic, thin sock is made with 
ThermaFeel® yarn, which retains heat and 
is soft against the skin.

a b c d
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For 80 years, Hestra has been developing gloves 
that provide warmth, protection, and dexterity in the 
most varied conditions. Today, their range comprises 
more than 400 styles because people – and their 
hands – are very different, especially when it comes to 
demands for design, comfort, warmth, and durability.

HESTRA®

Freeride C-Zone NEW
#18996 | Men’s 3-Finger S–XXL | $86
#18997 | Men’s Mitt S–XXL | $86

This glove features full-leather construction with 
C-Zone™ technology, creating a durable, water-
proof option for snowboarders and skiers. A short 
cuff allows access to your smartwatch and Wolfpaw 
construction adds dexterity. Tan and Brown. 

Army Leather Couloir Glove 
#18959 | Men’s S–XXL | $80

This model easily transitions from all-day work glove 
to can’t-live-without backcountry glove. It’s fully 
waterproof with moderate insulation and the dura-
ble outer shell is made of cowhide/goat leather. 
Navy and Tan. 

Army Leather Gore-Tex Glove 
#18998 | Men’s S–XXL | $119

Designed for the “every day” skier or snowboarder, 
this is the most durable Hestra glove in the catalog. 
It features GORE-TEX and a tough shell with a long 
cuff, creating a windproof, waterproof, and breath-
able option for instructors. A removable Bemberg 
liner moves moisture and traps warmth. 

Army Leather Heli Glove 
#17224 | Men’s S–XXL | $80
#18404 | Women’s S–XL | $75 

This model is a modern-day classic with many func-
tions, including a longer gauntlet that creates a 
weatherproof seal. It also has removable liners that 
dry fast, and a full-leather palm that offers long-last-
ing durability. Black and Off-White. 

Army Leather Heli Mitt 
#18315 | Men’s XS–XXL | $80
#18500 | Women’s S–XL | $75 

In your quest for toasty hands, keep in mind that 
mittens are warmer than gloves. This mitt offers 
high-quality materials and construction that keep 
the elements out – and a fingerless, removable liner 
that traps heat. Black and Off-White.

Army Leather Heli 3-Finger Glove 
#17307 | Men’s XS–XXL | $80
#18501 | Women’s S–XL | $75 

The three-finger design of this model allows more 
dexterity than a mitten and provides more warmth 
than a glove. Black and Off-White.
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Replacement Liners 
a #18502 | 5-Finger | Men’s S–XXL | $22
b #18503 | 3-Finger | Men’s S–XXL | $22
c #18504 | Mitt | Men’s S–XXL | $22
d #18877 | 5 Finger | Women’s S–XL | $22 
e #18878 | Mitt | Women’s S–XL | $22 

The liner that came with your gloves can pack out over the years, 
diminishing loft for insulation. You can revive some of that loft by 
keeping your liners clean, and you can also buy back-up or replace-
ment liners for your Hestra Heli Glove, Mitt, or 3-Finger Glove. White.

Touch Liners
a #18875 | Touch Warmth | Men’s S–XXL | $24
b #18876 | Touch Point Dry Wool | Men’s S–XXL | $18

An excellent base lining to wear under your winter gloves, both 
models have fingertips made of conductive material that allows 
you to use touch screens without removing your liners. The Touch 
Warmth liner features a soft, 70% Polyester/20% wool/10% Elas-
tan Trico material. The Touch Point Dry Wool liners have a 78% 
polyester/22% wool Trico mix that layers easily and is excellent at 
moisture management. Works with most Hestra models.

a

db

c e

Leather Balm
#18505 | $8

Maintain your Hestra gloves’ 
leather with Leather Balm. 
Treating your gloves one to 
two times a year will ensure 
they last for years to come.

Primaloft Extreme Replacement Liners 
a #18783 | 5-Finger | Men’s S/M L/XL XXL/XXXL | $40
b #18784 | 3-Finger | Men’s S/M L/XL XXL/XXXL | $40
c #18785 | Mitt | Men’s S/M L/XL XXL/XXXL | $36

This is a multi-layer Primaloft liner for very cold days. Made with a 
windproof, waterproof, and breathable polyamide ripstop material, 
it will get you through the coldest days. Offered for the Heli Glove, 
Mitt, and 3-Finger Glove. Machine washable. Black.

Comfort Tracker XC Glove NEW
#19512 | Men’s S–XXL | $22

On the warmer end of the spectrum 
for cross country gloves, the Comfort 
Tracker includes a polyester lining and 
G-loft insulation for extra warmth, as well 
as a Neoprene cuff and stretch polyester 

in the palm. Machine washable.

U.S. WOMEN U.S. MEN

WOMEN XS 5

WOMEN S 6

WOMEN M MEN S 7

WOMEN L MEN M 8

WOMEN XL MEN L 9

MEN XL 10

MEN XXL 11

MEN XXXL 12

Hestra Size Chart
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Army Leather Extreme Mitt 
#18960 | Men’s XS–XXL | $90

This is Hestra’s warmest mitt for the deep-chill days 
or for those who need maximum protection from the 
cold. It’s crafted with durable, proofed Army leather 
and a flexible softshell material. Can be combined 
with other liners. Black and Off-White.

Fall Line Glove 
#18871 | Men’s S–XXL | Cork | $86 
#19511 | Men’s S–XXL | Eco Cuir | $86 NEW

Just like skiing or riding a fall line, these gloves take 
the most direct approach to performance, with 
external seams that create an unmatched fit and 
great pole grips as well as short cuffs that slide 
easily under your jacket sleeve. Made with soft 
leather that resists moisture and is very durable. 
Sizing runs small.

Eco Cuir is a trademark-protected cowhide that 
is tanned without the use of chrome or synthetic 
dyes. The leather is saturated with grease to 
better repel moisture. Its beautiful natural color 
develops a rich patina over time as the gloves 
are used.

Omni Mitt 
#18999 | Women’s S–XL | Tan | $75

This women’s-specific model is a short, supple, 
and warm freeride mitten with clean design, made 
entirely of cowhide. It’s insulated with incredibly 
warm, 100% polyester foam and lined with a soft 
Bemberg fleece. Also features a knitted cuff around 
the wrist and Hestra Handcuffs. 

Omni Glove NEW
#19513 | Women’s S–XL | Tan | $75

This is a short and supple freeride glove with a clean 
design, made entirely of cowhide. It features a soft 
polyester lining and is insulated with warming G-loft 
polyester. Has a neoprene cuff with Velcro closure 
and handcuffs.

Kobolt Winter Flex C-Zone II Glove 
#18962 | Men’s M–XXL | $19 

Waterproof and breathable, these cold-weather 
goatskin work gloves offer lightweight insulation 
and an adjustable hook-and-loop closure. Tan and 
Black. 

Tantel Glove 
#18403 | Men’s M–XXL | $16

A great everyday glove that just gets better with 
age. With durable-yet-pliable leather, this model is 
designed for those who work tough jobs in winter 
conditions. Natural and Black.

 WHAT’S THE WARMEST GLOVE?

The number-one question we get about gloves is “What’s the warm-
est pair you carry?” Well, the warmth you seek depends on three 
things: the glove’s insulation and moisture management… and your 
circulation.

If you have great blood circulation and your hands rarely get cold, 
look for a glove that has minimal insulation, maximum breathability, 
and good moisture management. This type of glove will keep your hands 
dry from the outside and effectively move perspiration from the inside.

If you have poor circulation and struggle to keep your hands warm, 
choose a glove or mitten that has maximum insulation and waterproof-
ing. This allows the glove or mitten to do the work of keeping you warm 
by using insulation to trap heat and waterproof materials to keep out the 
elements. You can also use handwarmers as a helpful heat supplement.

To determine your glove size, measure around your knuckles with 
your hand flat (exclude the thumb). The number of inches, rounded 
to the nearest ¼,” equals your glove size.
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1 Hawk Glove and Mitt
a #18954 | Men’s S–XL | Glove | Black/Tan | $84
b #18955 | Men’s S–XL | Mitt | Black/Tan | $84
c #18956 | Women’s S–L | Glove | Black | $84

The Hawk Glove and Mitt feature a full leather exterior shell 
with a waterproof/breathable laminate layer and the ideal 
amount of insulation for mid-winter days.

2 X-Change Glove 
#18327 | Men’s S–XL | $64 

For the best combination of quality and value, consider this 
fully waterproof glove, with leather in the high-abrasion areas 
and a durable and breathable soft shell on the back. Black.

3 La Down Mitten 
#18812 | Women’s S–L | $69

Insulated with down, this mitten has proven to be one of the 
warmest we carry. Fully waterproof and breathable with a 
durable leather palm. Black.

4 La Sonna Glove NEW
#19543 | Women’s S–L | $69

Truly a dream to wear, with the softest liner available. Not 
lacking in performance, this glove’s features include leather 
palms, moderate insulation, and hand warmer pockets. Black.

5 X-CELL II GLOVE 
#17248 | Men’s S–XL | $94 

A favorite of snowsports instructors, this may simply be the 
best-built and warmest full-leather, gauntlet-style glove you 
can own. Black.

6 PRO V FX-10R GLOVE
#18462 | Men’s S–XL | $39

The original spring glove! It boasts a form-fitting shape, artic-
ulated construction, and a breathable outer shell. Black.

7 TOASTER LEGEND MITT 
#18883 | Men’s S–XL | $74
#18884 | Women’s S–L | $74

Instructors know it as the most durable and functional mitt 
made. Features full-leather construction with full-length water-
proof zipper and an integrated glove liner. Black.

Swany creates premium gloves and mittens, known for their comfort, 
freedom of movement, warmth, and durability. With more than 90 years of 
glove-manufacturing experience, Swany combines space-age technology 
and fabrics with expert craftsmanship and nature’s most resilient materials. 

SWANY®

S M L XL

MEN 7½-8” 8½-9” 9½-10” 10½-11”

WOMEN 6-6½” 7-7½” 8”+

Swany Size Chart

To determine your glove size, measure around your knuckles 
with your hand flat (exclude the thumb). The number of inches, 
rounding to the nearest ¼,” equals your glove size.

1a

1c

3

5

1b

2

4

6

7
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With passion and years of industry experience, 
Leki produces unbeatable products by combining 
safety, comfort, and performance with appealing 
design. The continuous exchange of ideas with 
experts and professional athletes is further proof that 
the company values its role as an industry leader.

1 Progressive Tune Leather Boa Glove 
#18950 | Men’s S–XL | Black | $94

You’ll love this glove’s direct-to-pole connection with Trigger 
S integration and BOA adjustment. Durable and comfortable, 
it features a full goatskin leather shell and Primaloft insulation. 

2 Griffin Tune Boa Gloves
#19019 | Men’s S–XL | Black | $104

This model’s stretchy soft shell and durable leather provides 
excellent fit and dexterity. Includes Trigger S integration and 
BOA adjustment. 

3 Griffin S Trigger S Gloves
a #18807 | Men’s S–XL | Black | $84
b #18808 | Women’s S–L | Black | $84

Made with an elastic soft shell and silky leather for a great fit, 
this glove also features Trigger S integration and a neoprene 
cuff that seals nicely around your wrist.

4 Xplore XT S Mitt 
a #18952 | Men’s S–XL | Tan/Black | $72
b #18953 | Women’s S–L | Black | $72

The warmest mitt offered by Leki, this model features extra-
high insulation volume for extreme temperatures, finger chan-
nels to effectively move moisture, a double gauntlet to trap 
heat, and pockets for handwarmers. 

5 Nordic Tune Shark Boa Trigger S Glove 
#18965 | Men’s S–XL | Black/Red | $80

This ultra-lightweight nordic race glove features BOA adjust-
ment and a highly breathable Softspan outer and durable AX 
Suede palm.

21

LEKI®

3a

3b

S M L XL XXL

MEN 7” 8” 9” 10” 11”

WOMEN 7.5” 8” 8.5”

Leki Glove Size Chart

5 

4b

4a

TRIGGER TECHNOLOGY
LEKI updated its Trigger technology with the new 
Trigger 3D grips, while the innovative PA Safety 
system remains on some models. 

 Q Trigger 3D Grip: The new Trigger 3D technol-
ogy now has 220 degrees of range for release, 
making it even easier to engage with and 
release from the pole grip. The traditional Trig-
ger Strap works with the 3D system, however 
with the grip upgrade the straps were updated 
too – with new materials that improve comfort 
and performance. These grips use a harness-
style strap that securely fits around the outside 
of a glove and conveniently clicks into the 
pole grip. No more hassle of removing your 
pole straps from your wrists to ride the lift or 
perform tasks! Simply push the tabs on the top 
of the pole and remove your hand and the strap 
from the pole. 

 Q Ski performance is enhanced because the 
harness helps bring the poles back to center 
with less wrist movement, and power is trans-
ferred through the harness to the grip for pole 
plants. Safety-wise, the grip features a tension-
spring, similar to the DIN tensioners in your 
bindings, with the new Intelligent 220° degree 
security system that releases the strap when a 
certain amount of force is applied. 

 Q PA Safety System: Innovative convenience 
and safety is also the mark of this design. When 
you pull up on the strap, it releases a tab on the 
grip that allows the strap to open, which makes 
for incredibly easy strap adjustment. When 
upward force is applied to the grip, the tab will 
pop open – allowing the strap to expand and 
your hand to escape, reducing the chances of 
injury to the wrist, arm, or shoulder.

Lightning 3D Gloves NEW
#19527 | Men’s S–XL | Black | $49

The newest Trigger 3D spring glove, this 
offering features a premium goatskin 
palm and fingers, breathable Netspan 
back, and Thinsulate insulation.
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USER 
HEIGHT

SUGGESTED POLE 
LENGTH CM/IN

60” 105cm/42”

62-64” 110cm/44”

66” 115cm/46”

68-70” 120cm/48”

72” 125cm/50”

74” 130cm/52”

76” 135cm/54”

Leki Pole Size Chart

1 Peak Vario 3D NEW
#17314 | $104

This is Leki’s most versatile pole featuring the new Trigger 3D grip, an update to the Trigger 
S grip, which allows a release range of 220 degrees. With a 16mm aluminum upper shaft 
and 14mm carbon-fiber lower shaft, this model adjusts from 105 to 135 cm, letting you dial 
in your size and lock it into place with the new Speedlock+ system. Includes race and snow-
flake baskets. Black.

2 Carbon 14 3D NEW
#19521 | Black | $94

The new Trigger 3D grip on this pole provides unmatched safety, comfort, and performance. 
The 14-mm full-carbon shaft is lightweight and extremely durable.

3 Carbon 14 3D Women NEW
#19522 | Black/Gold | $94

This may be where the new 3D grip is most useful. With the extended range of release, it’s 
even easier to click in and out. Features a high-performance 14mm carbon shaft and a soft, 
rubberized grip sized appropriately for a woman’s hand.

4 Spitfire 3D NEW
#19523 | Blue/Mustard | $75

One of Leki’s most popular poles, the Spitfire is ideal for all-day freeskiing. It’s a 16mm straight, 
aluminum pole with the new Trigger 3D strap and grip. Includes race and snowflake baskets.

5 QNTM
#19520 | Black/Blue | $22

This is a modern aluminum pole, with an 18mm shaft and matte graphics. It features Leki’s PAS 
soft grip and strap, a system that’s comfortable, safe, and easily adjustable. 

6 Neolite Airfoil Pole
#19017 | Black/Red | $44

Made of high-grade HTS 6.0 aluminum and sporting an airfoil-shaped design, this is the 
strongest aluminum pole you will ever own. With the PAS soft grip and traditional strap, it’s 
comfortable in the hand and easy to get in and out of the straps.

7 Elite Lady Ski Pole
# 19018 | Black | $44

Offering the strength and durability every skier needs, this pole has a 14mm aluminum shaft 
and weighs only 178 grams with the grip (in the 115cm length). The PAS soft grip is slightly 
smaller, uses silicone to eliminate hand fatigue, and includes a traditional adjustable strap.

8 Helicon Backcountry Vario Pole
# 19016 | $49

This pole is fully adjustable from 95-145cm and features full-aluminum construction (16mm 
upper and 14mm lower shaft), an AirErgo long grip, and a PA Safety grip.

3

4

2

5

1

6

7

8
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INSTINCT MIPS
#18943 | S/M, M/L, L/XL | Full Black | $104

The INSTINCT is a lightweight, super-comfortable 
helmet with superior performance for a full range of 
impacts. Features the MIPS Brain Protection System, 
which lets the helmet slide relative to the head, adding 
more protection against rotational motion caused by 
angled impacts. Also has a BOA closure system, 
adjustable ventilation, and detachable/washable 
earpads and lining. S/M: 52-54cm, M/L: 54-58cm, 
L/XL: 58-61cm.

RYFT MIPS
#19524 | S/M, M/L, L/XL | Full Black | $64 NEW  

RYFT is an innovative new helmet offering an Active 
Panel Ventilation system that allows the highest airflow 
ever achieved in a snow helmet, while still meeting 
the highest impact-protection norms. It is in line with 
Bollé’s 100% MIPS commitment to brain safety. RYFT 
makes no compromise on fit and comfort, featuring the 
BOA Fit system, a lining with antimicrobial properties, 
and Fidlock magnetic buckles. S/M: 52-55cm, M/L: 
55-59cm, L/XL: 59-62cm.

BOLLÉ SUNGLASSES

BOLLÉ HELMET

For more than 100 years, the Bollé name has been 
synonymous with the highest-quality performance and protection. 
All sunglasses and goggles offer your eyes 100% UV protection.

BOLLÉ®

1 Python NEW
#19532 | Shiny Black Frame, HD Polarized Lens | $60

These shades rock an aggressive look and pack all the perfor-
mance features for high-output activities. Medium fit.

2 Tigersnake NEW
#19533 | Matte Cool Grey Frame, Polarized Brown Fire Lens | $58

These sunglasses feature a large frame made of high-quality 
materials that keep the weight to a minimum. Large fit.

3 Frank NEW
#19534 | Matte Black Frame, HD Polarized Off-Shore Blue Lens | $58

Here’s a perfect choice for those who seek a modern shape with 
sharp angles and straight lines. Medium to large fit.

4 Molly NEW
#19535 | Dark Tortoise Frame, Brown Lens | $46

So lightweight you won’t even notice they’re on (except for the 
fact that you’re no longer squinting in bright sun), and so stylish 
you’ll certainly get noticed. Small to medium fit.

5 Graphite
# 19005 | Matte Black Frame, TNS Lens | $49

Bollé brings a mountaineering aesthetic back to the lineup! And 
these shades boast ergonomic fit, great ventilation, and maxi-
mum protection. Medium to large fit.

6 Kayman
#18930 | Matte Black/Blue Frame, Polarized Offshore Blue Lens | $56

The Kayman features Thermogrip rubber on the temples, nose 
pads, and inside of the frame to assure a secure fit even during 
intense activity. Medium fit.

 1

2

3

4

5

6

LENS INFORMATION
Bollé offers a wide range quality lenses, many suited for specific sport adventures. Once you’ve 
selected some styles you like, look here to learn more about the lens offered in each frame. Each style 
is offered in other frame color and lens combinations through the Bollé Pro site at tiny.cc/ProOffers.

BOLLÉ SUNGLASSES

 Q BROWN LENS: Ideal for sunny conditions, brown lenses amplify color 
contrast and deliver superior visual definition.

 Q HD POLARIZED OFF-SHORE BLUE LENS: Made for the water but at 
home in bright-light situations. The grey base color maintains natural 
color perception, with blue mirror and HD polarized features for best 
performance.

 Q HD POLARIZED TNS LENS: By infusing a specific red pigment into the 
HD polarized lenses, Bollé is able to reinforce the wavelengths of the 
red color. This brings a higher level of contrast and improves depth 
perception, without altering the base tint of the lens. Polarized lenses 
cut glare and bring out definition.

 Q POLARIZED BROWN FIRE LENS: Ideal for sunny conditions, this brown 
lens amplifies color contrast and delivers superior visual definition.

 Q TNS LENS: This is Bollé’s most popular grey lens, and ideal for all 
outdoor activities. The grey base color is optically comfortable and 
provides true color definition.
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BOLLÉ GOGGLES

 Q BRONZE BLUE LENS: A lens best suited for sunny conditions. A brown 
base color amplifies color contrast and the blue tint brings out defini-
tion in the shadows.

 Q LEMON LENS: Ideal for low-light conditions, yellow lenses enhance 
depth perception for improved visibility.

 Q PHANTOM+ LENS: Part of the new line of light, adaptive lenses from 
Bollé, this option is excellent for versatile conditions. Pink lenses maxi-
mize color definition and depth perception and a semi-polarized filter 
enhances contrast and efficiently blocks reflections of the sun to allow 
you to see better.

 Q PHANTOM FIRE RED LENS: Ideal for sunny conditions, brown lenses 
amplify color contrast and deliver high visual definition.

 Q PHANTOM GREEN EMERALD LENS: This option excels in all light condi-
tions, from overcast mornings to bluebird lunches on the deck. With 
a photochromic component that’s excellent for versatile conditions, 
this lens features an amber base that manages yellow light for optimal 
visual comfort and a green chrome finish

 Q PHANTOM VERMILLON BLUE LENS: A photochromic lens excellent for 
versatile conditions, the rose base with a blue tint maximizes color 
definition and depth perception..

 Q SUNRISE LENS: This is a high-contrast amber lens that’s ideal for 
sunny conditions and the gold mirror finish reflects glare and adds a 
stylish look.

 Q VERMILLON GUN LENS: A pink lens with a silver mirror coating that 
brings out contrast and maximizes color definition. Delivers excellent 
optical comfort and is a pleasure to wear in all conditions.

1 Nevada Neo NEW
#19536 | Black Matte Frame, Phantom+ & Lemon Lens | $149

The first magnetic goggle Bollé has offered! With the latest frame and lens 
technology, quickly switch between lenses and keep them in place with the 
EyeLatch lock. Large fit.

2 Nevada
a #19538 | Black Cross Matte Frame, Phantom+ Lens | $104 NEW  
b #19539 | Black and Green Diagonal Frame, Phantom Green Emerald Lens | $92 NEW  
c #19540 | Matte Sand Frame, Sunrise Lens | $54 NEW  

This is a cylindrical, frameless goggle with an extra-large field of view for opti-
mal visual clarity. Large fit.

3 Freeze
#18207 | Black Frame, Clear Lens | $18

This simple goggle offers a clear, double-polycarbonate lens that’s perfect for 
nighttime use. Medium fit.

4 Maddox
#19013 | Matte Black Corp Frame, Photochromic Green Emerald Lens | $70

Another great option from Bollé; the frame features bold lines coupled with the 
latest lens technology. Medium fit.

5 Supreme Over The Glasses
a #19541 | Black Corp Matte Frame, Phantom+ Lens | $108 NEW
b #19542 | Black Corp Matte Frame, Vermillon Gun Lens | $64 NEW  

Equipped with a large spherical lens, this OTG goggle is ideal for medium to 
large face sizes and is designed to fit over almost any eyeglasses frame with 
room to allow for sufficient airflow to prevent fogging.

6 Northstar
a #19008 | Matte Black Corp Frame, Phantom+ Lens | $109
b #19009 | Matte Grey Squares Frame, Phantom Fire Red Lens | $98

The Northstar provides a comfortable fit for a majority of face shapes and sizes. 
A wide spherical lens and a semi-frameless design allow a wide, accurate 
peripheral view. Medium to Large fit.

7 Laika
a #19537 | White Monogram Matte Frame, Phantom Vermilllon Blue Lens | $96 NEW  
b #19011 | Matte Blue Hawaii Frame, Bronze Blue Lens | $59

This goggle mixes the latest and greatest Bollé lens and frame technologies 
with modern design and patterns. Small to medium fit.

BOLLÉ GOGGLES
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1 Power Ski Vise 
#19505 | $184

With this three-point vise, skis up to 155-mm wide 
can be locked at 90 degrees, 45 degrees, and 
0 degrees. The three-piece design is extremely 
stable, with supports that perfectly align with the 
center piece.

2 Jaw Economy Vise 
#19504 | $99

With its center jaw opening from 35-mm to 90-mm, 
this three-piece vise accommodates many tradi-
tional alpine skis and junior skis. It holds skis at 60 
degrees and 90 degrees for side-edge work and 
securely clamps the skis flat for base and base-
edge work.

3 Base Cleaner Set 
#986 | $16

This indispensable set includes Base Cleaner (150 
ml) and Fiberlene (20-meter roll).

4 Polishing Cork 
a #18754 | Ski | $4.00
b #994 | Snowboard | $7.50

This natural cork makes quick work of polishing any 
wax into the base of skis or snowboards. 

5 Rectangular Blue Nylon Brush 
#988 | $14

This must-have tuning tool is made with soft nylon 
bristles for use as a second brush after scraping.

6 Long/Medium Diamond Stone 
#993 | $26 

No tune kit is complete without these items, which 
offer the cutting ability of a file and the de-burring 
and polishing ability of a stone – all in one tool. 
100-mm.

7 Economy Waxing Iron 
#18755 | $40

This product has all the essential features to meet 
your waxing-iron needs; ergonomic body, a thick 
metal plate to hold consistent heat, and a beveled 
edge. Well-suited for alpine and nordic skis as well 
as snowboards.

8 Ski Plexi Scraper 
#944 | $4.50

This scraper is 4-mm-thick and 5” long; ideal for 
removing excess wax from skis.

9 Snowboard Plexi Scraper
#945 | $6.50

This scraper is 4-mm-thick and 7” long; ideal for 
removing wax from snowboards and wide skis.

10 Plexi Sharpener 
#942 | $16

So easy to use; several quick, light passes put a 
sharp edge on your plexi scrapers.

11 Gummi Stone 
#943 | $8

This tool is designed to polish edges and remove 
excess burrs. It’s also great for removing corrosion 
on steel edges of skis and snowboards.

12 F4 Liquid Wax (Fluoro-Free)  
#18209 | $10.50

F4 Universal All Temp liquid wax, this product is 
easily applied to the base with a foam applicator 
and felt polisher. 100 ml.

13 Universal Hydrocarbon Wax 
#17220 | $13 

The formula used in this biodegradable white wax 
covers a wide range of snow temperatures. Combine 
with colder or warmer hydrocarbon waxes to fine 
tune your wax for prevailing conditions. 180 grams.

4a

4b

Swix has taken an enormous step to develop a Global Sustainable Fluoro Plan to 
move beyond fluorocarbon-based waxes. Starting this season, all Swix waxes sold at 
retail will be fluoro-free. Look for the whole new line of fluoro-free waxes in this catalog. 

SWIX®
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Go to vimeo.com/swix for helpful tutorials 
on using a wide range of Swix products.

15a 15b 15c 15d 1615e

14a 14b 14c 14d

14 Pro High Speed Wax (Fluoro-Free) 
a #19544 | HS05 14-0˚F | $24
b #19545 | HS06 21-10˚F | $24
c #19546 | HS07 28-18˚F | $24
d #19547 | HS08 25-39˚F | $24

To get the best performance on snow, you want to match wits – and your 
wax – with the prevailing conditions. Make informed choices by consid-
ering the following temperature ranges and.  
 Q HS05 (temperature range 14-0˚F): The hardest wax in the HS 
line; ideal for cold conditions for both alpine and cross country.
 Q HS06 (temperature range 21-10˚F): A very versatile wax that 
maintains durability and offers great performance on natural as well 
as artificial snow. 
 Q HS07 (temperature range 18-28˚F): A wax that performs great 
in normal winter conditions below the freezing point. Its hardness 
makes it convenient to work with and easy to get good results.
 Q HS08 (temperature range 25-39˚F): An economic training and 
racing wax as well as base-prep wax for warm skis. Easy to melt and 
very easy to work with.

15 Pure Performance Speed Wax (Fluoro-Free) 
a #19548 | PS05 14-0˚F | $24
b #19549 | PS06 21-10˚F | $24
c #19550 | PS07 28-18˚F | $24
d #19551 | PS08 25-39˚F | $24
e #18552 | PS10 25-39oF | $9

Fine-tune performance with the specific wax for the current conditions. 
Each wax has its own strengths, so here are key facts to keep in mind.
 Q PS05 (temperature range 14-0˚F): The hardest and most durable 
wax in the Swix line; ideal for cold conditions. 180-gram block.
 Q PS06 (temperature range 21-10˚F): Highly durable and offers 
great performance in most snow conditions as well as on artificial 
and glacier conditions. 180-gram block.
 Q PS07 (temperature range 18-28˚F): A wax that performs great 
in normal winter conditions below the freezing point. Its hardness 
makes it convenient to work with and easy to get good results. 
180-gram block.
 Q PS08 (temperature range 25-39˚F): An economic training and 
racing wax as well as base-prep wax for warm skis. Easy to melt and 
very easy to work with. 180-gram block.
 Q PS10 (temperature range 32-50˚F): For use in the warmest 
conditions or to protect your bases while storing your skis in the 
off-season. 60-gram block.

16 F4 Universal Wax 180g 
#18753 | $20 

A high-quality, water-repellent wax for skis and snowboards and for all snow condi-
tions. Iron in, scrape, and brush. 180 grams.

17 Mass Transit Tune Kit by North, 
Forged by Swix 
#18822 | $65

A complete high-quality kit with carry-
ing case. Includes: 180-gram block of 
Universal Wax; Pocket Edge Sharpener; 
Pocket Diamond Sharpener; Bronze/
Nylon Brush; Plexi Scraper; Screw-
driver Tool; Waxing Iron (110 volt).

18 Evo Pro Edge Tuner
#18885 | $349

With this electric side-edge sharpening tool, you 
can easily put a razor-sharp edge on a pair of skis or 
a snowboard. The circular diamond disc is adjust-
able in one-degree increments from 90 degrees to 
85 degrees and backed by a steel spring, which 
ensures constant pressure regardless of stone 
wear. Includes fine diamond stone (installed); 
additional coarse and medium discs are available. 
Plugs directly into the wall; no batteries needed. 
110-240 volt.

19 Spare Disc for Evo Pro Edge Tuner
a #19043 | Extra Fine | $68
b #19044 | Fine | $68
c #19045 | Medium | $68
d #19046 | Coarse | $68

Expand the tuning functionality of your Evo Pro Edge Tuner or purchase replacement 
discs. Available in four options:
 Q Extra Fine – Used as a super-fine polisher and hardener
 Q Fine (included with the Evo Pro Edger) – A good overall grit for finishing and 
polishing
 Q Medium – For general maintenance; ideal when more than a polish is needed
 Q Coarse – Perfect for angle set-up on new skis or when changing the angle; also 
great for deburring when the edge is damaged. 

18

19a 19b 19c 19d
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1 Eco Textile Wash 
#18687 | $8

This environmentally friendly detergent cleans the 
surface and restores the optimal technical function-
ality of waterproof/breathable membranes. 250ml; 
enough for about eight washes.

2 Eco Wash-In Proof 
#18756 | $11

Once you’ve cleaned your jacket and pants, you can 
restore the original DWR (durable water repellency) 
properties by using this Wash-In Proof. 250ml; 
enough for about eight washes.

3 Eco Down Wash 
#18685 | $8

This is a special, environmentally friendly detergent 
for clothing with down or synthetic insulation. It 
restores the insulation qualities of your clothing by 
cleaning and loosening the filling while retaining its 
natural protective coating. 250ml; enough for about 
eight washes.

4 Eco Wool Wash 
#18686 | $8 

Specifically designed to clean high-quality wool 
and merino wool sportswear, this environmen-
tally friendly product uses a special balsam that 
treats the fibers of the wool, protecting the garment 
against felting and keeping the material soft and 
smooth. It’s biodegradable and effective even at 
low wash temperatures. 250ml; enough for about 
eight washes.

5 Eco Shoe and Boot Fresh 
#18688 | $8

This highly effective fresh spray has an anti-bacte-
rial active agent that eliminates unpleasant odors 
from all types of footwear. Environmentally friendly, 
the 125-ml pump-spray bottle is simple to use, and 
a little goes a long way.

6 Express Mini Liquid Wax 
#18691 | $7

A universal-temperature wax in a convenient liquid 
form with applicator. 

7 Express Racing Paste Wax
#18758 | $20 

A premium, highly-fluorinated racing wax paste for 
all kinds of snow and temperatures. 50 grams.

8 Multi Base Angle Tuner 
#18696 | $40    
 

Produce precision base-edge beveling, adjustable 
from 0.5˚ to 2.0˚. This edge tuner works with the 
medium coarse or finishing file, with the file secured 
in place with a knurled screw.

9 Edge Tuner Pro 
#18697 | $50

This professional-level, side-edge tuner provides 
resistance-free tuning by using stainless steel 
rollers on the base. Included with this tuner is the 
80-mm World Cup universal file, but it also accom-
modates many other file types and diamond files. 
Adjustable angle settings from 90˚ to 85˚.

10 Sidewall Planer Pro 
#18760 | $56

This tool is ideal for problem-free removal of ABS 
sidewall material, which makes it easier to file the 
steel edge and allows greater precision. Features 
include coated guidance plates and an adjustable, 
hard-metal square knife.

11 Repair Candles 
a #18698 | Transparent | $5
b #18699 | Graphite | $5

These 6-mm candles allow for quick repair of deep 
scratches on your base. Sold as a four-pack.

12 World Cup File Chrome 
#18759 | $13

Measuring 150 mm, this fine file has a hard-
chromed surface and 16 teeth per centimeter.

13 World Cup File Chrome M 
#18824 | $13

This universal file is 200-mm long, with a hard 
chrome surface and 14 teeth per centimeter.

1
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10
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The experts at Toko have been producing alpine waxes since 1933, so it’s no wonder that 
some of today’s most successful nordic, alpine, and snowboard athletes count on Toko waxing 
and tuning products for top-level performance. In addition, the line of Toko Care products offered 
here are specifically designed to maintain and restore technical outdoor clothing and accessories. 

TOKO®
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14 T14 Digital Iron US 1200w
#18823 | $109

This powerful digital waxing device for professional 
use features an ergonomic design that enables 
waxing in all directions, temperature adjustment 
from 100 °C to 160 °C, and a built-in microproces-
sor to control temperature fluctuations. The extra-
strong, aluminum pressure-cast plate is ideal for 
heat storage and has a curved rhomboid struc-
ture that improves the distribution of the wax and 
compression.

16 Roto Brushes
a #19049 | 10mm Nylon Black | $44
b #19048 | 4mm Nylon Grey | $44
c #19047 | 10mm Brass | $88
d #19050 | Single 100mm Axle with Wax Guard | $54

For efficient base prep and waxing, use a combi-
nation of Roto Brushes with the 100-mm axle and 
wax guard to obtain the perfect polished finish on 
ski or snowboard bases. Easy to use with any drill 
(max. 800 rpm for Brass Roto Brush). First use 
the 10-mm Brass brush to clean the base. After 
applying the wax, use the 4-mm Nylon Grey brush 
to brush out wax from the structure of the base. 
The 10-mm Nylon brush is a soft nylon for polish-
ing bases.

14

15

16a 16b

16c 16d

15 Basic Hot Wax Kit 
#18695 | $30

The ideal travel kit; drop it in your gear bag and be 
ready to freshen up those bases when needed. It 
includes 40-gram wax blocks of NF Yellow, Red, 
and Blue to accommodate various snow tempera-
tures, an all-purpose nylon brush to clean base 
structure and buff, and the 3-mm Plexi Scraper to 
remove excess wax.
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1 DryGuy Force Dry DX Boot and Glove Dryer 
#18743 | $54

Start every day dry and warm by using this heater/dryer the night before. Four 
extra-tall air chambers can warm and dry up to four items at one time, in as 
little as one hour. Features a Heat/No Heat switch and a three-hour timer. 
Heats to 105°F; warm enough to dry but not hot enough to harm liners or 
affect custom molding.

2 DryGuy Force Dry Boot and Glove Dryer 
#18456 | $34

This dryer is more compact than the Force Dry DX but has the same drying 
power. Two articulating, telescoping drying ports rotate 180 degrees from 
stowed to flat to accommodate all types of footwear and gloves. Features a 
three-hour timer. Heats to 105°F; warm enough to dry but not hot enough to 
harm liners or affect custom molding.

3 DryGuy Helmet Holder Accessory for Force Dry DX Boot and Glove Dryer 
#18745 | $10

A convenient attachment to efficiently dry your helmet or other headgear, this 
accessory simply slides over one of the arms on the Force Dry DX and evenly 
distributes drying air into a helmet liner.

4 DryGuy Travel Dry DX Boot and Shoe Dryer 
#18744 | $29

A great way to eliminate odors and bacteria, the patented design of this boot 
dryer/warmer circulates warm air through the inner boot (starting at the toe 
box) – which eliminates moisture from the inside-out without damaging your 
footwear, boot liners, or footbeds. 12-volt car and 110-volt household adapt-
ers are included.

5 Boot Glove Thermal Layering System 
#17113 | M, L | $29

Just like a drysuit protects your body from cold water, this performance layering 
system blocks the loss of heat from ski and snowboard boots and keeps wind 
and moisture out. The thermally insulated neoprene cover keeps boots 10 to 
20°F warmer than usual. Sizes: Medium fits men’s 6-10, large fits men’s 9-15. 
Other sizes available through the Implus (Yaktrax) Pro site.

6 Space Emergency Blanket 
#835 | $5 

Created to meet the stringent requirements for space travel, this blanket is 
a favorite among instructors, patrollers, search and rescue personnel, and 
backcountry travelers because it’s lightweight and dependably produces heat. 
Windproof and waterproof, it reflects 90% of your body heat back to you. Buy 
a few extras to keep in your car. 84 x 56”.

THESE INSURANCE PROVIDERS HAVE YOUR BACK… 
AND KNEES AND…

Whether you teach fulltime or part-time, you want your days on snow to 
be fun-filled and pain-free. But just in case you do become injured when 
pursuing your love of snowsports and teaching, PSIA-AASI partners with 
three insurance providers who have policies tailor-made for instructors:
 Q Geico
 Q Sports Insurance
 Q Spot

Be sure to check out their programs, policies, and discounts on the PSIA-
AASI Pro Offers page (tiny.cc/ProOffers).

        WAYS TO SHOP

1. Order at thesnowpros.org 
2. Order by phone, 303.987.9390 
3. Fax your order to 303.987.9489 
4. Mail in the order form in this catalog 

(additional forms can be downloaded from 
thesnowpros.org). Please note that paying 
by credit card is preferred over checks.
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Yaktrax Pro 
#18429 | S, M, L | $19

This offering from Yaktrax accommodates most types 
of footwear, from work boots to hiking shoes or even 
business shoes. They’re easy to put on and take off 
and compact enough to carry in a purse or small bag. 
The spikeless, lightweight design uses steel coils to 
help reduce the risk of falls in snowy or icy conditions.

SkiTrax 
#18232 | XS, S, M, L | $15

The number-one reason people purchase the 
SkiTrax is to protect their investment in their ski 
boots; and it certainly doesn’t hurt that they keep 
you from slipping and sliding on the ice on your way 
from the parking lot to the slopes. 

XS S M L

MEN 1–4.5 5–8.5 9–11.5 12–13.5

WOMEN 5–6 6.5–10 10.5–12.5 13–15

MONDO 21–23.5 24–27 27.5–29.5 30–31.5

SOLE (MM) 250–275 280–305 310–335 340–350

Yaktrax Pro/Skitrax Sizing

S M L XL

MEN 5–6 6.5–9 9.5–11 13+

WOMEN 5–7 7.5–10 10.5+

Yaktrax Chains Size Chart

Yaktrax Chains 
#18879 | S, M, L, XL | $16

Think of these as tire chains for your feet; 
perfect for all ice and snow conditions and 
comfortable enough for extended wear on a 
variety of footwear. The square links are indi-
vidually welded and made from case-hard-
ened steel. The durable rubber sling is flexible 
in sub-zero temperatures and stays securely 
on footwear, even in deep snow. 

Hand and Glove Warmers
#17186 | 1–39 | $1.00 EA.
Case of 40 | $32

When temperatures are frigid, a little extra warmth 
can work wonders. These mini heaters can save 
the day, so stock up before the snow flies. Sold in 
pairs, these warmers are air-activated and last 10 
hours or more.

Toe Warmers
#654 | 1–39 | $1.25 EA.
Case of 40 | $44

Stamp out cold feet! Simply open the pack-
age and apply the adhesive warmer to the 
inside of your boot or the outside of your sock. 
Each package contains two 6-hour warmers.

On some days, even socks and gloves are no match for Mother Nature 
in a chilly mood. Grabber Warmers are your ticket to long-lasting warmth. They’re 
convenient, affordable, and great for personal use as well as for your students. 
(All Grabber Warmers are bio-degradable and designed for one-time use.)

GRABBER WARMERS®
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Tracker 4 Avalanche Rescue Set NEW
#19526 | $340

The T4 Avalanche Rescue package is great for anyone look-
ing to gear up for the backcountry. The package comes with 
the brand-new Tracker 4 avalanche transceiver, extend-
able B-1 EXT avalanche shovel, and quick-deploying Stealth 
270 avalanche probe – all at package pricing on the core 
equipment you need to be safer in the backcountry.

Tracker 4 Avalanche Transciever NEW
#19525 | $280

The latest in the most trusted and easiest 
transceivers out there; the T4 features a 
larger, easy-to-use LED screen, as well as 
a rubberized, over-molded case for long-
term durability. All transceivers include a 
harness and batteries.

Stealth 240 Probe Pole
#19038 | $35

Stealth avalanche probes feature the easiest and 
fastest assembly on the market, with no loose 
cable to cause hang-ups. Equipped with laser-
etched depth markings for measuring snowpack 
and/or victim depth. Aluminum, 240cm.

Tracker S Avalanche Transciever
#19035 | $229

The BCA Tracker S avalanche transceiver has 
the performance, ease of use, and instantaneous 
real-time display of BCA’s well-known Tracker 
3, without the advanced motion-sensing or 
upgradeable software that, while useful, can be 
more complicated to learn.

Stealth 300 Probe Pole
#19039 | $49

Same features as the 240 probe, just longer. This 
is a heavy-duty, 300cm probe for professionals and 
those traveling in deep snowpack. Aluminum, 300cm.

B-1 EXT Shovel
#19040 | $36

The lightness of the B-1 EXT avalanche shovel 
appeals to weight-conscious skiers and snow-
boarders who prefer the comfort and function-
ality of an extendable shovel. It has an oval 
shaft, ergonomic grip, and takes up minimal 
space in your pack because there’s no neck (or 
ferrule) on the bombproof blade. 

B-52 EXT Shovel
#19041 | $44

The B-52 EXT is designed to make 
the tough jobs easier. Whether it’s 
excavating an avalanche victim, 
freeing a truck from a snowbank, or 
building a big jump, the B-52 gets 
the job done fast. It has the same 
features as the B-1 EXT but in a 
bigger size.

BCA Link 2.0 2-Way Radio
#19037 | $135

The BC Link™ 2.0 is BCA’s next-generation radio with 
two watts of power for more usable range. The Smart 
Mic grill is impervious to packing with snow, and the 
on/off channel selection dial switch is protected from 
inadvertent channel changing. Comes with a built-in 
rechargeable lithium-ion battery, durable cord/base unit, 
and battery-percentage power display. The battery lasts 
for several days without recharging, even in cold temps. 

Snow Study Kit
#19042 | $72

BCA designed its snow-study tools in conjunction 
with North America’s most experienced avalanche 
educators. This kit lets you gather all the data you 
need, without breaking the bank. It includes a snow 
crystal identification card, slope meter, analog ther-
mometer, and magnifying loupe.

The most trusted name in backcountry safety, BCA makes gear that’s reliable 
and easy to use. The company’s roots are in freeriding; they love sending big lines like 
everyone else, but none of that counts unless you return safely. Get avalanche training and 
make sure your gear is reliable, easy to use, and backed up by an education-based brand.

BCA®
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Transpack Heated Boot Bag Pro
# 19014 | Black/Silver | $134

Warm and dry your ski or snowboard boots 
and gear on the go in your car or at home. 
This bag’s 12-volt and 110-volt plugs give 
you both options, with three heat settings 
for desired temperature. Zippered mesh 
side panels allow moisture to evaporate, the 
side-hinged front door affords easy access, 
and the external helmet pocket accommo-
dates any skid lid. Made of Transpack’s 
trademark ballistic nylon with a waterproof 
tarpaulin bottom. 2,400 cubic inches.

Rocker Ski Rack
#19509 | Standard | $28
#19510 | XL | $36

Sold in 2 sizes, the 152mm XL or the 
100mm Standard.  A wall-mounted rack 
that safely and effectively stores skis and 
snowboards. Choose XL if you’re storing 
snowboards or skis over 120mm in the tip. 
Get more information in the online catalog!

Goggle Grip 
#18765 | $12 

Designed to secure your goggle strap to the side of your helmet 
so that your goggles will stay in place on top of your helmet 
when you need to remove them from your face. Peel-and-stick 
3M application. (Shown in green but only available in black.)

Sven Can See Anti-Fog Gel 
#18964 | $7 

This is the best product available to 
prevent your goggles or sunglasses from 
fogging. The 8-milliliter pen-like applicator 
is convenient to carry, and this kit includes 
a micro-fiber cloth for easy wipe-and-go 
application. Biodegradable, no alcohol, no 
fumes, safe for all types of lenses. 

a b c

PHOOZY®

Apollo II Series Thermal Capsule + Antimicrobial NEW
19566S | Silver | $20
19566G | Gold | $20

In addition to protecting your smartphone from damage 
and battery-killing cold, Phoozy is looking out for your 
health. This sleeve Insulates your phone in cold conditions 
to increase battery life by up to 4x (compared to not using 
a PHOOZY). New Agion® Antimicrobial technology is inte-
grated into the SoftTouch Protective lining to keep your 
devices more hygienically clean and inhibit nasty germs and 
bacteria. Its patented materials and design easily slides in 
your jacket or pants pocket for complete protection for all 
of your outdoor activities.

PHOOZY Device Decontamination Wipes NEW
#19567 | $7.50

Disinfect your cell phone, tablet, earbuds, smartwatch, and 
other devices with these single-use, biodegradable wipes. 
Each wipe contains 73% ethyl alcohol and purified water, 
rated to kill 99.9% of germs, bacteria, and viruses on devices. 
Can also be used to wipe down high-touch items like 
charging cables, remote controls, light switches, doorknobs, 
and other non-porous surfaces. 50 individually-wrapped 
wipes, with 1 SoftTouch microfiber polishing cloth.

QUANTUM ENERGY BARS®

Quantum Energy Bars NEW
Quantum Energy Squares are formulated by combining organic green coffee 
beans* with macronutrients from fruits, nuts, grains, and seeds to provide a slow, 
long-lasting energy boost. Each bar is packed with natural antioxidants, vitamins, 
and minerals from real food ingredients such as almonds, pea protein, pumpkin 
seeds, quinoa, chia seeds, cherries, dates, dark chocolate, and monk fruit. 

*100 milligrams of caffeine from organic green coffee beans (similar to the 
caffeine content of one cup of coffee) 

a #19563 | Café Mocha Almond Chip | $24
b #19564 | Coconut Almond Chip | $24
c #19565 | Peanut Butter Dark Chocolate | $24

Available in three flavors and sold by the “Caddy” which is 10 individually wrapped 
energy squares.
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Burton LTR Handle Bar
#18831 | $65

This is the first and only teaching aid for dramatically decreasing the learning curve for young 
shredders. Simply mount on the snowboard in place of the bindings, allowing the student 
to find their balance on their own, with the freedom to step off if needed. Better than hold-
ing hands, while still giving the instructor the hands-on ability to control angle and speed.

Child Ski Harness
#19499 | $24

A great tool to use after a child learns the fundamentals of skiing, 
the shock-absorbing system allows you to control speed without 
the whiplash effect of static leashes, and you can use the easy-
grip handle to help lift the child off the ground or onto the chairlift.Q

Ski Ring™
#18966 | $20

Using a Ski Ring to keep a skier’s hands in the right 
position supports proper stance and balance, 
which facilitates learning at all levels of skiing. For 
younger students, the Ski Ring encourages fun and 
imaginative play while learning. Ages 3 and up. 

Q Q

Q

Q

Hookease
#19498 | $36

Simply attach the two eyelet-equipped clamps to 
the tails of your student’s skis, then attach the hook 
to your pole tips with an expansion clamp. With the 
Hookease, you have greater control over a child’s 
speed and ski angle, making the learning experi-
ence more fun for you and your student (or child/
grandchild). Use with the Wedgease (#18497 or 
#18593) to maximize the benefits.

VIEW VIDEO

AASI and Burton Snowboards have partnered for 20 years 
to grow the sport of snowboarding. Now with Burton’s Riglet 
Program and AASI’s teaching methods, kids age 3-6 are 
turning into rock-star riders. Watch this video to learn more.

tiny.cc/yalcny

BURTON®

Booster Straps
#571 | Intermediate | $25
#569 | Expert | $28
#17315 | World Cup | $30

No longer just for racers, Booster Straps help prevent loss of forward flex in 
the upper boot cuff. Pick the level appropriate for you; each model (sold in 
pairs) uses a different number of elastic straps to provide the right amount of 
rebound and power for your ability level.

 Q Intermediate: Two layers of elastic 
straps for moderate performance needs
 Q Expert: Three layers of elastic straps 
for advanced performance needs
 Q World Cup: Four layers of powerful 
elastic response

#KIDSCANSNOWBOARD 

Wedgease
#18497 | Blue | $10
#18593 | Pink | $10

The Wedgease provides a perfect 
way to connect the ski tips to help 
a beginner skier achieve the perfect 
wedge ski position. This device’s 
specialized, vice grip-like clips create 
a secure, durable, and damage-free 
connection to the skis and a dura-
ble bungee cord allows some flex but 
also has rebound to help bring the 
skier into position. One size fits all.

Q

SkiA Sweetspot Trainer
#18655 | $35

Specifically designed to help skiers practice 
accurate fore/aft balance, this kit includes 
a pair of trainers and four sets of differ-
ent-sized balance blocks that provide a target 
for centered balance. As your balance skills 
improve, you progress from the green block 
(the widest and most stable block) to the blue 
and red blocks, and then on to the black block 
(which, at only half an inch wide, provides an 
extremely effective challenge). The trainers fit 
all sizes of ski boots and attach in seconds.
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Member Satisfaction Guarantee
Our products are designed to help you improve your performance and enjoy-
ment as an instructor and snowsports enthusiast. If your purchase does not 
meet your expectations, please return it to us within 30 days of receipt for an 
exchange or refund (see Exchanges and Returns). Member satisfaction is our 
primary concern!

ONLINE ORDERS
Order securely online at thesnowpros.org. Just log in, click Shop, click 
Catalog, and start shopping! 

FAX ORDERS
Orders are accepted by fax (303.987.9489), 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Be 
sure to fill out this order form completely and legibly and please provide the 
following information:
• Name and member ID number
• Email address and daytime telephone number
• Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express number,  

expiration date, and CSV code
• Home address used for credit card billing
• Shipping address (no P.O. boxes, please)
• Item number(s), quantity, and description
• Special engraving instructions, if applicable

Please do not mail a copy of a fax order. We will not be responsible for 
duplicate orders!

MAIL ORDERS
To mail your order, please fill out the reverse side of this form and mail it 
to us, with payment. Please pay by credit card, if possible, to avoid 
complications in the event of backorders. 

PRICE GUARANTEE
All prices in this catalog 1) are guaranteed through June 30, 2021, or as long as 
supplies last, and 2) supersede all prices in previous catalogs. PSIA-AASI may 
change prices in this catalog at any time due to error or changes in supplier 
pricing.

STATE AND LOCAL TAX
We are required to collect state and local sales tax on items shipped anywhere 
in Colorado. Colorado residents add 2.9%, Denver Metro area residents add 
an additional 1.1% for RTDCD/FD, and Jefferson County residents add an 
additional 0.5%. Lakewood city residents add an additional 3%. (Tax rates are 
valid until January 1, 2021.)

ORDER PROCESSING
Orders are processed in the order in which they are received. Overnight and 
2nd Day Air orders have first priority and will be processed before other orders. 
Because the catalog is seasonal, the holidays are our busiest time. With that in 
mind, please allow sufficient time for us to process and ship your order using 
the following delivery guidelines.

We strive to provide the best combination of low prices and exceptional services through this catalog.
• Please consider Next Day Air or 2nd Day Air shipping if you need your order right away. 
• During the busy holiday season please allow extra time for us to process and ship your order.

Thank you for your continued support of the Education Foundation for the Professional Ski Instructors  
of America and the American Association of Snowboard Instructors.

Please remember to
nn  Provide your name, member ID #, 
  daytime phone number, and email address
nn  Indicate size, quantity, color, etc.
nn  Provide accurate credit card information 
nn  Sign your check (if payment by credit card
     is not possible)

DELIVERY
Orders are shipped via FedEx Ground in the continental United States 
from our warehouse in Lakewood, Colorado, and are delivered within 
one to two weeks, depending on destination. Orders may be shipped 
in separate packages. FedEx does not deliver to P.O. boxes. Orders 
going to Alaska and Hawaii are shipped via FedEx 2nd Day Air (an 
extra charge is applied), or you can request U.S. Mail delivery and we’ll 
adjust shipping and handling accordingly. Orders going to APOs and 
FPOs are shipped via U.S. Mail. Foreign and Canadian orders are sent 
by U.S. Priority Mail or FedEx with an extra charge, if needed. FedEx 
2nd Day or Next Day Air service to domestic addresses is available for 
an additional charge. Please allow 24 hours processing time for 
all rush orders. Also, please note that FedEx does not guarantee 
expedited service from 12/18 to 12/25.

BACKORDERS
Items on backorder will be cancelled if the PSIA-AASI warehouse does 
not receive merchandise from the manufacturer within 60 days of order 
processing. We will make every attempt to fulfill backorders, and ask 
that you notify us if you wish to cancel the order. Applicable refunds 
will be sent in four to six weeks.

QUESTIONS ABOUT PRODUCTS AND ORDERS
If you have a question about a catalog product or the status of an  
order that has already been placed, please call the PSIA-AASI member 
service specialists at 303.987.9390, Monday through Friday between 
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. (Mountain Standard Time), or email your inquiry 
to: memberservices@thesnowpros.org. Member service specialists 
are specially trained to assist you with all your catalog information 
requests. You can also find product and availability information at 
thesnowpros.org.

PERSONALIZATION
Please provide all information requested for personalized items as 
carefully as possible. Engraved or embroidered items cannot be 
returned. For a large order of personalized items, use a separate sheet 
of paper, and print each name in block letters. Please allow two to 
three weeks for delivery of engraved items and up to 5 weeks 
for custom embroidery.

EXCHANGES AND RETURNS
You may return your purchase to us for an exchange or refund if  
1) we receive the merchandise within 30 days of receipt, and  
2) the merchandise is in its original packaging with all hang tags 
attached, unused, and in excellent condition.  
(Closeout items are not returnable; no exchange or refund will be offered.) 
To print or download a return form, go to: thesnowpros.org/shop/returnform. 
Follow the instructions on the form to complete your return. Or call our 
member service specialists at 303.987.9390 for assistance.



Zip-O-Gage
#673 | $4.50

Thermometer and PSIA logo on the front and wind-
chill chart on the back with keyring. 1 x 2”.

Rite In The Rain Notepad And Notebook
#644 | Notepad 3 x5” Top Spiral | $8
#645 | Notebook 4 5/8”x 7” Side Spiral |$14

Keep your important notes safe in the pages 
of these weather-proof notebooks. Use with 
a pencil or PSIA Space Pen (#892) in any 
weather, wet or dry. The PSIA and AASI 
logos are printed on the front cover and Your 
Responsibility Code is on the inside cover.

PSIA Logo T-Shirt
#17277 | Unisex S–XL | $12

Show off your PSIA pride with this heavy-
weight cotton t-shirt, which sports the PSIA 
shield screen-printed on the left chest. White.

PSIA Space Pen
#892 | $16

This legendary writing instrument uses a sealed, 
pressurized ink cartridge that keeps the ink from 
freezing in frigid temperatures and enables writing 
at any angle. Works on glossy surfaces and even 
under water. The perfect companion to the Instruc-
tor’s Notepad (#644) and Notebook (#645). Matte 
black, imprinted with the PSIA logo in gold.

Trekker Space Pen
#18700 | $28

This pen can hang upside down each and 
every day yet function immediately when 
needed, even in cold or wet conditions. Clip it 
to your jacket, pack, or belt, or use the lanyard 
to always have quick and convenient access 
to this indispensable writing tool.

License Plate Frame
#18525 | PSIA | $14
#18527 | AASI | $14

Show your PSIA-AASI pride with this full-
frame metal license plate frame, which features 
the PSIA or AASI logo and “I can teach you 
how to ski” or “I can teach you how to snow-
board,” respectively. Chrome with engraved 
wording and epoxy dome logos to stand out.

PSIA-AASI Miir Daily Tumbler
#18826 | $14

12-ounce double-walled tumbler with PSIA and AASI logos. Thanks to Miir’s commit-
ment to the global community, purchase of this or the Miir 20-oz Bottle (#18825) helps 
give one person in need clean water for one year. Learn more at Miir.com.

PSIA-AASI Miir 20-oz Bottle
#18825 | $13

20 ounce stainless water bottle with PSIA and AASI logos. 
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1 PSIA Large Sticker
#18246 | $3

The PSIA shield logo on peel-and-stick backing. 
Sticker is red and blue on a white background. 
2⅓ x 3”.

2 PSIA Patch
#606 | $4

An embroidered patch of the red, white, and blue 
PSIA shield logo. Perfect for a ski jacket, sweater, 
or ski school uniform. 2¼ x 2½”.

3 AASI Rubber Label 
#997 | $5

Sew this patch/label onto any garment to show your 
commitment to snowboard teaching. Rubber, with a 
raised three-color AASI color logo. 27/16”.

4 PSIA-AASI Member Patch
#18609 | $5

An embroidered patch with both logos in color on a 
black background; “PSIA-AASI Member” is embroi-
dered across the bottom. 4 x 2”.

5 PSIA TAG 
#615 | $0.50

This PSIA tag can be sewn onto hats, shirts, bags, 
and anything else that calls for a little personalization. 
1½ x 19/16” 

6 PSIA Lapel Pin 
#600 | $10

The PSIA shield logo in gold with a hard-fire red and 
blue finish. Post-and-clutch fastener. 11/18” 

7 ISIA Lapel Pin 
#604 | $10

The official logo of the International Ski Instruc-
tors Association. Available to PSIA-certified Level 
III instructors. Post-and-clutch fastener. Silver. 1”.

8 PSIA-AASI Membership Pins 
Available for qualified members who need a 
replacement, a back-up, or one on every jacket.

PSIA
50-Year
a #614G50 | PSIA 50-Year | Gold | $10
b #614S50 | PSIA 50-Year | Silver  $10

40-Year
c #614G40 | PSIA 40-Year | Gold  $10
d #614S40 | PSIA 40-Year | Silver | $10

30-Year
e #614G30 | PSIA 30-Year | Gold  $10
f #614S30 | PSIA 30-Year | Silver  $10
g #614B30 | PSIA 30-Year | Bronze | $10

20-Year
h #614G20 | PSIA 20-Year | Gold  $10
i #614S20 | PSIA 20-Year | Silver | $10
j #614B20 | PSIA 20-Year | Bronze | $10

10-Year
k #614G10 | PSIA 10-Year | Gold  $10
l #614S10 | PSIA 10-Year | Silver | $10
m #614B10 | PSIA 10-Year | Bronze | $10

AASI
30-Year
n #619G30 | AASI 30-Year | Gold  $10
o #619S30 | AASI 30-Year | Silver  $10
p #619B30 | AASI 30-Year | Bronze | $10

20-Year
q #619G20 | AASI 20-Year | Gold  $10
r #619S20 | AASI 20-Year | Silver | $10
s #619B20 | AASI 20-Year | Bronze  $10

10-Year
t #619G10 | AASI 10-Year | Gold  $10
u #619S10 | AASI 10-Year | Silver | $10
v #619B10 | AASI 10-Year | Bronze  $10

8d 8e 8f 8g8c8a 8b

8s 8t 8u 8v8r8p 8q

8k 8l 8m 8n 8o8j8h 8i

6 75

1 2 3 4

STICKERS, PATCHES, PINS & MORE
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9 PSIA-AASI Certification Pins 
Available for qualified members who need a replacement.

a #612G |  PSIA Alpine III | Gold | $10
b #612S | PSIA Alpine II | Silver |  $10
c #612B | PSIA Alpine I | Bronze |  $10

d #613G | AASI Snowboard III | Gold |  $10
e #613S | AASI Snowboard II | Silver | $10
f #613B | AASI Snowboard I | Bronze |  $10

g #616G | PSIA Adaptive III | Gold | $10
h #616S | PSIA Adaptive II | Silver | $10
i #616B | PSIA Adaptive I | Bronze | $10

j #620G | AASI Adaptive III | Gold | $10
k #620S | AASI Adaptive  II | Silver | $10
l #620B | AASI Adaptive I | Bronze | $10

m #621G | PSIA Cross Country III | Gold | $10
n #621S | PSIA Cross Country II | Silver | $10
o #621B | PSIA Cross Country I | Bronze | $10

p #622G | PSIA Telemark III | Gold | $10
q #622S | PSIA Telemark II | Silver | $10
r #622B | PSIA Telemark I | Bronze $10

s #622G | PSIA Freestyle III | Gold | $10
t #622S | PSIA Freestyle II | Silver | $10
u #622B | PSIA Freestyle I | Bronze $10

v #617L2 | Children’s Specialist 2 | $10
w #617L1 | Children’s Specialist 1 | $10

10 PSIA and AASI ID Bars 
a #601 | PSIA, One Line Engraved | $7
b #602 | PSIA, Two Lines Engraved | $8
c #603 | PSIA, Three Lines Engraved | $9
d #920 | AASI, One Line Engraved | $7
e #921 | AASI, Two Lines Engraved | $8
f #922 | AASI, Three Lines Engraved | $9

One of our most popular items, the 
engraved ID bar with official logo shows 
your affiliation with PSIA or AASI. Maximum 
of three lines, with 17 characters per line. 
Post-and-clutch fasteners. White with 
blue lettering, with all letters capitalized. 
When ordering online, please reply to your 
order confirmation email with instructions 
for engraving or send instructions to 
memberservices@thesnowpros.org.

11 PSIA Magnet 
a #572 | Large | $8
b #573 | Small | $5

Express pride in your membership with this large 
vehicle magnet of the PSIA shield logo. Adheres to 
your car, fridge, locker, or any other metal surface. 
11½ x 10½”. The small refrigerator magnet is a 2 x 
2” version of the PSIA shield logo and is a great way 
to keep instructor-related reminders in plain sight.
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        WAYS TO SHOP

1. Order at thesnowpros.org 
2. Order by phone, 303.987.9390 
3. Fax your order to 303.987.9489 
4. Mail in the order form in this catalog 

(additional forms can be downloaded 
from thesnowpros.org). Please note 
that paying by credit card is preferred 
over checks.
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